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Abstract
An aray of surace and subsurace moorigs were recovered and redeployed in the Arabian
Sea to provide high quality time series of local forcing and upper ocean curents, temperatu, and
conductivity in order to investigate the dynamcs of the ocean's response to the monsoonal forcing
characteristic of the area. The moored aray was first deployed durng RN Thomas Thmpson
cruse number 40 and then recovered and redeployed durg cruse number 46.
One Woods Hole Oceanogrphic Institution (WOI) surace moorig, two Scripps
Institution of Oceanography (SIO) surace moorings and one of two University of Washigton
(UW Profiing Current Meter moorings were recovered and redeployed durg RN Thoma
Thompson cruse number 46. The aray was deployed in October 1994 as par of the Offce of
Naval Research fuded Arabian Sea experient. Two six-month deployments were planed. The
moorings were deployed at 15.5°N 61.5°E (WOn, 15.7°N 61.3°E (SIO), 15.7°N 61.7°E (UW,
and 15.3°N 61.7°E (UW.
The WHOI surace mooring was outftted with two meteorological data collection systems.
A Vector Averaging Wind Recorder and an IMT system made measurements of wind sped and
direction, sea surace temperatue, ai temperatue, short wave radiation, long wave radiation,
barometrc pressure, relative hundity and precipitation. Subsurace ins.tentation included
Vector Meaurg Current Meters, Multi-Varable Moored Systems, conductivity and temperatue
recorders and single point temperatue recorders.
Expendable bathytermograph (XT) data and conductivity-temperatue-depth (CT) data
were collected whie in transit to the site and at moorig locations. A surace drftr with near-
surace (.25 to 2.5 meters depth) temperatue aray was deployed for thee 12 hour periods durg
the cruse in close proximity to the WHOI surace buoy. Acoustic Doppler Cuent Profùer and
shipboard meteorological data were collected thoughout the cruse.
Ths report describes in a general maner the work that took place durg the RNThma
Thmpson cruise number 46 which was the moorig tuaround cruse for the moored aray
program. A detailed description of the WHOI surace moorig and its instrentation is provided.
Information about the XBT and Cl data and near-surace temperatu data collected durg the
cruse is also included.
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Section 1: Introduction
The RI Thomas Thompson cruise number 46 (TN046) depared Muscat, Oman, on
14 April 1995 at 0345 UTC. The purose of the cruse was to recover and redeploy one Woods
Hole Oceanographic Institution (WOn surace moorig, two Scripps Institution of
Oceanography (S10) surace moorings and one University of Washigton (UW subsurace
profiing curent meter (PCM) mooring. Al of the moorigs were par of the Office of Naval
Research funded Arabian Sea experiment. This was the second of thee cruses planed for the
experient. The final recovery of all moorigs is planed for October 1995. The moorig
deployment schedule is shown in Figue 1.
The cruse involved personnel from the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution, Scripps
Institution of Oceanography, University of Southern Calorna (USC), Lamont Dohert Ear
Observatory (LDEO), Japan Marne Science and Technology Center (JAMSTEC), and University
of Washington. Appendix 1 lists the cruse parcipants. Figue 2 shows the cruse track and the
moorig locations. Table 1 lists the deployment and recovery dates for the firtsettg of the
moored aray as well as the sureyed anchor positions. Table 2 lists the deployment dates and
positions of the moorigs that were redeployed durng TN046.
Whe enroute to and from the moored aray at the beging and end of the cruse hourly
expendable bathytermograph (XT) data were collected. The XBT positions and severa
composite plots of the XBT profiles appear in Appendi 2. A tota of 35 conductivity-temperatue-
depth (CTD) casts were made throughout the cruise. Casts 6 though 17 and 24 to 35 were done
in a to yo fashion between the surface and 50 meters depth as the ship maitaied position near a
drftg temperatue aray. Most of the other profies were done in conjunction with a parcular
moorig site. Appendix 3 contais a listig of the CTD positions, sta ties and maum depth
of the stations.
Ths report has, in addition to ths introduction, thee sections. The second section
primary describes the WH01 moorig and the instrentation that was deployed on the WH01
moorig. The thd section describes several pieces of ancilar equipment used durg the cruse.
The four section is a chronology of the entie cruse.
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1994 Ii I i
Oct I Nov Dec i
R/V T.Thompson
D
TN 040
Jan I Feb!
1995
Mar ¡ Apr I May ¡ Jun I Jul
R/V T.Thompson
.
I '
Aug i Sep I Oct!
R/V T.Thompson
:¡
TN 046
First 6 Month Setting of WHOI
and SIO Surface Moorings
I Second 6 Month Setting of WHOI
i
! and SIO Surface Moorings
¡
First 6 month deployment of UW
Southern PCM Mooring
i Second 6 month deployment of UW ;
: Southern PCM Mooring
One Year Deployment of UW Northern PCM Mooring
Figue 1. Arabian Sea moorig cruse schedule.
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Table 1. Arabian Sea 1 Mooring Deployment Information
Moorig Deployment Date Recovery Anchor(WOI Moor. and Time Date and Position
Reference No.) Time
WHOI 15 October 1994 20 Apri 1995 15° 30.04'N
Discus Buoy ~1048 UTC ~ 0105 UTC 61 ° 29.99'E
(969)
SIO Northern 17 October 1994 16 Apri 1995 15° 43.53'N
Buoy ~0723 UTC ~ 0359 UTC 61 ° 15.94'E
SIO Southern 18 October 1994 23 Apri 1995 15°.16.53'N
Buoy ~0649 UTC ~ 0221 UTC 61° 16.11'E
UW Nortern 23 October 1994 Not Recovered 15° 43.90'N
PCM Durng TN 046 61 ° 44.53'E
(972)
UW Southern 19 October 1994 18 Apri 1995 15° 16.37'N
PCM 61 ° 44.07'E
(970)
Table 2. Arabian Sea 2 Mooring Deployment Information
Moorig
(WOI Moor.
Reference No.)
Deployment Date
and Time
Anchor
Position
WHOI
Discus Buoy
(975)
22 Apri 1995
~ 0939 UTC
150 30.07'N
610 30.05'E
SIO Northern
Buoy
SIO Southern
Buoy
UW Nortern
PCM
(972)
17 April 1995
~ 0715 UTC
24 April 1995
~ 0715 UTC
150 43.39'N
610 15.86'E
15°.16.52'N
610 16.12'E
23 October 1994 15° 43.90'N
610 44.53'E
UW Southern
PCM
(976)
25 Apri 1995
~ 0650 UTC
150 16.11'N
610 43.82'E
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Section 2: The Moored Array
Four moorigs were recovered and redeployed durng cruse number 46 of the
RI Thomas Thompson. The central moorig in the aray was a WHOI I Upper Ocean Processes
(UOP) group surace mooring with meteorological and oceanographic instrentation. The
WHOI moorig wil be described in greater deta in the following sections. To the west of the
WHOI moorig were two SIO surace moorings utiliing 7'-6" diameter toroid shaped buoys for
their primar flotation. The SIO moorigs were given a nort and south designation. The SIO
buoys were outftted with a tower that contaied two redundat meteorological systems measurg
wind speed and direction, air temperatue, sea surace temperatue, short wave radiation, and
barometrc pressure. The subsurace instrmentation on each SIO moorig included a downward
lookig Acoustic Dapper Curent Profier (ADCP) mounted in the buoy bridle and 10 temperatue
recorders mounted on the wire in the upper 150 meters. Two additional temperatue recorders
were added to the second settng of the southern SIO surace moorig at 170 and 190 meters. To
the east of the WHOI surace moorig there were two University of Washigton subsurace PCM
moorigs. These were also given a nort and south designation. The PCM was designed to cycle
between 26 and 202.5 meters. Both PCM moorings had a WHOI temperatue logger mounted on
the top sphere of the mooring at approxiately 20 meters depth and another at approxitely
250 meters depth. The southern PCM moorig also had five WHOI Vector Measurg Curent
Meters (VMCMs) at approxiately 300, 500, 750, 1500 and 3000 meters depth. Durng TN046
only the southern PCM mooring was recovered and redeployed due to concerns about water depth
and the depth of the upper sphere. Figue 3 schematicaly shows al five moorigs and the location
of the subsurace instrmentation.
A. WHO I Surface Mooring
The WHOI moorig deployed in the Arabian Sea is shown schematicaly in Figue 4. The
surace buoy is a thee meter diameter discus buoy with a two par alumum tower and rigid
bridle. Eighteen meteorological sensors are mounted on the top half of the buoy tower and are
described in the following section. Ten near-surface oceanographic sensors are attched to the
bridle and buoy hulL.
The moorig is an inverse catenar design utiing wire rope, chai, nylon and
polypropylene line and has a scope (Scope = slack lengtwater depth) of 1.22. In addition to the
buoy-mounted instrments the mooring support an additional 27 reording packages, some of
which have multiple sensors.
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The design of the Arabian Sea mooring took into consideration the high wind and sea state
conditions expected durg the monsoons. It is believed that the static and dynamc loads that the
Arabian Sea surace moorig wil experience durng the second settg ar of such magntude and
duration that conventional designs used successfuy in the past in more benign environments may
not last in the Arabian Sea. This is because the dynamc loadig may be so severe that ultiate
strengt considerations are superseded by the fatigue propertes of the standard hardware
components.
Durg the mooring design process cyclic fatigue tests were conducted on pear rings,
shackles, wire rope, load cages, and chain to study the fatigue life of these varous components.
The fatigue tests showed that weldless sling link also known as pear rings have a relatively short
fatigue life when cycled with tensions that a moorig in the Arabian Sea might experience. These
components were replaced by 7/8" weldless end li which faied very well durg the fatigue
tests. In the same maner 3/4" shackles were found to have marginal fatigue characteristics when
subjected to the expected tensions. By shot peenig the 3/4" shackles their fatigue charcteristics
improved greatly.
Shot peening is a process whereby a component is blasted with smal spherical meda caled
shot in a maner siIIar to the process of sand blastig. It differs from sand blastig in that the
media used in shot peening is more rounded rather than anguar and shar as in sand blastig.
Each piece of shot acts like a small bal peen hamer and tends to diple the surace tht it stres.
At each diple site the surace fiber of the material is placed in tension. Imedately below the
surace of each dimple the material is highly stressed in compression so as to counteract the tensile
stress at the surace. A shot peened par with its many overlapping diples therefore has a surace
layer with residual compressive stress. Cracks do not tend to intiate or propagate in a compressive
stress zone. Since cracks usualy star at the surace, a shot peened component wil tae longer to
develop a crack thereby increasing the fatigue life of the par. Many materials wil also increase in
surace hardness due to the cold workig effect of shot penig.
The compressive stresses introduced by shot peenig increase the resistace to fatigue
failures, corrosion fatigue, stress corrosion cracking, hydrogen assisted crackig, frettng, galing,
and erosion caused by cavitation. The benefits of cold working include work hardening, and
intergranular corrosion resistance.
Another in-lie component that was reviewed durg the design process was the load cages
of the VMCM. Cage fabrication specifcations were found to be so loosely dermed that there was
considerable varabilty from cage to cage. With the help of Stonebridge Corp the appropriate
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welding specifications were identified. In addition it was felt that dye penetrant inspection of al
welds by a certfied inspector would provide a level of qualty control not present in our existig
cages. For new fabrication certification of the origin of the material was added.
Stonebridge also provided assistance in designing a gusset to be welded between the
longitudinal members and the end bales to stiffen the cage and improve its fatigue lie. Gussets
were retrofitted to the existig WHOI VMCM cages by Stonebridge Corp. Whe the cages were
being outftted with gussets they also had their welds brought up to specification and dye penetrt
inspected. New cages were fabricated for the Multi-Varable Moored Systems (MS) and bio-
acoustic instrents accordig to the new specifications.
B. WHOI Instrumentation
A total of 36 recording instrments with 94 sensors were deployed on the WHOI Arabian
Sea 2 surace mooring. There were two meteorological systems, nie curent meters (four with
bio-optical sensors), 18 temperatue data loggers, five conductivity reordig instrents, one
tension recorder and one bio-acoustic instrment. The subsurace instrentation deployed durg
ths cruse is shown in Table 3. Appendi 4 has a complete listig of al WHOI instrentation
that was deployed during TN 40 and TN 46. The listing shows for each instrent ty the
instrent serial number, the moorig on which it was deployed and the corresponding depth.
1. Meteorological Instrmentation
The WHOI discus buoy was outfitted with two separate meteorological packages. One
system was a Vector Averagig Wind Recorder (VA WR) which logged and telemetered data from
eight meteorological sensors. The second meteorological data recordig system caled !MT (for
Improved METeorological measurements) logged data from nie meteorological sensors. A thd
instrent made an independent measurement of relative humdity and temperatu and reorded
the data internally. Al thee systems are described in deta below.
a. Vector Averaging Wind Recorder
One of the two meteorological unts mounted on the 3 meter discus buoy is a Vector
Averaging Wind Recorder. The VA WR is configued to measure wind sped, wind dition,
short wave radiation, long wave radiation, relative humdity, barometrc pressure, ai temperatue,
and sea surace temperatue.
Recording on a digital cassette the VA WR is wrtig data to tape every 7.50 miutes.
Table 4 shows the type of sensors used for the meteorological measurements and the samplig
scheme.
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Table 3: Arabian Sea 2 Moored Array Instruention
Aprl to Ocob 95
Depth (m) Sl UW-S PCM WH Uw- PC SIO
0.25 T -3291
0.5 T -3299
1 T-3280
1 SST V720WR
1 1t. SST
1.5 ADCP 195 T -3263 ADCP 196
1.5 SEACAT 928
1.5 DO SiW 60
2 T-3274
2.5 T-3271
3.5 MTR-3250
4.5 T-3341
5 VM-050
10 SIO T-547 LD MVMS 20 SIO T-3267
15 VM-030
20 SIO T-54 T -3835 T -4488 T -3279 SIO T-3311
25 VM-034
30 SIO T-54 T -3283 SIO T-541
35 USC MV 20
40 SIO T-54 BJOACTI SIO T-54
40 T -3309
45 VM-003
50 SIO T-545 T -4492 SIO T-54
55 VM-014
60 T -3296
65 LD MVM 501
70 SIO T-547 PCM 081 PCM 07-2 SIO T-3710
72.5 T -3699
80 USC MV 201
90 SIO T-3714 T -2535 SIO T-54
100 SEACAT 927
110 SIO T.3282 SIO T-33
125 T -2536
130 SIO T-33 SIO T-54
150 SIO T-3316 SEACAT 144 SIO T-54
170 SIO T-3285
175 T-3308
190 SIO T-54
200 SEACAT 92
225 T -3702
250 T -2533 SEACAT 142 T -2541
300 VM-016 T -4495
500 VM-018
750 VM-021
1500 VM025
3000 VM-038
legnd
T -#### WHOI Tempalre Recrd
SIO T-H SIO Tempere Re
Sea IJ Seaca Conuct an Temperatre Recde
AD H# SIO Aco Dor Curre Pro
Bio Acost Tra Scie Ap Bio Acost Insmet
use MV #1 Univer of So Calnia l.IlVar Moed Sy
LD MVM 1# La Dohert Ear Obsor MuiiVarJa Moed Sy
MTR-H# WHOI T~alre Rede
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Pareter
Wind Speed
Wind Direction
Insolation
Longwave
Radiation
Thermopile
Body Temp.
Dome Temp.
Relative
Humidity
Barometrc
Pressure
Sea
Temperatue
Ai
Temperatu
Table 4. VA WR Sensor Specifications
Sensor Type
R.M. Young 3-cup
3-cup Anemometer
Nomial Comments
Accurcy
+5% Vector-
+/-2% averaged
Note 6
+/- 1 bit Vector-
5.6 degrees averaged
+/-3% Averaged
of readig
+/- 10%
Integral vane
w/vane follower
WHOI/G&G
Pyanometer
Eppley 8-48
Pygeometer
Eppley PIR
PIR
10K (g 25 deg. C
10K (g 25 deg. C
Averaged
Note 4
Note 5
Varable Dielectrc
Conductor
Vaisala Hurcap
oo62HM
+/- 2% RH 3.515 sec.
Sample
Note 1
Quar crystal
Digiquar
Paroscientific
Model 215, 216
+/- 0.2 mbars
wind ~ 20 mls
2.636 sec.
Sample
Note 1
Thermstor
Thermometrcs
4K (g 25 degrees C
+/-.005 deg C Note 2
Thermstor
Yellow Sprigs
#4034
5K (g 25 degrees C
+/- 0.2 deg C
wind :: 5 mls
Note 3
Notes:
1. Relative Huiidity and Barometic Pressure are burst samples taen in the iiddle of the
recording interval.
2. Sea temperatue is measured during the first quarer of the recordig interval, for one quarr
of the record time.
3. Ai temperatue is measured durng the second quarr of the recordig interval, for one quarer
of the record tie. Error associated with solar heatig is not included in accuracy.
4. L WR body temperatue is measured durng the thd quarr of the recordig interval, for one
quarer of the record tie. Error associated with solar heatig is not included in acuracy.
5. LWR dome temperatue is measured durg the four quarer of the recordig interval, for one
quarer of the record time.
6. Over estiation of wind speed is characteristic of cup anemometers.
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Data from the VA WR was telemetered via satellte back to WHOI though Service Argos.
The VA WR Argos translltter has thee PTT ID numbers for data transllssion, one of which is
used for obtaing position information.
The standard temperatue range typicaly used in the VA WR is 0 to 30°C. Ths range was
modified to be 0 to 35°C for the Arabian Sea experient due to the expeted high temperatues.
The VA WR sea surace temperatue (SST) sensor was mounted on the bridle at a depth of
approxiately 1 meter. A contiuous lengt of cable was ru from the VA WR to the buoy deck
and then down to the bridle-mounted SST sensor via an external alumnum pipe mounte on the
side of the buoy to protect the cable. Ths method eliates the need for multiple bulead
connectors which can affect the temperatue reading.
The VA WR deployed in the Arabian Sea experient was modified to measur and record
several long wave radiation parameters. The outputs from the thermopile, dome temperatue and
body temperatue were recorded by the VA WR.
Wind tuel tests have shown that the cage bars of the VA WR wind sensor have in the past
caused the vane to be offset, depending upon where the vane was in relation to the cage bar. If
the vane was oriented such that it was in close proxillty to one of the cage bar the tubulence
around the bar tended to offset the vane from its tre diection.
The findigs of these tests and recent experience with one instrent from another
experient that was llssing a vane upon recovery brought about some changes to the VA WR vane
for the Arabian Sea experiment. The lengt of the vane was shortened to 6.5". The general shape
of the vane however, was not changed. The pivot rod was slotted so that the edge of the vane
could be inserted. Nylon screws though the pivot rod secured the vane to the pivot rod. Two par
epoxy was used as a filler to smooth the transition between the pivot bar and the vane as well as to
provide extra strengt to the joint.
The vane cage bars for the Arabian Sea experient VA WR were inclied such that when
viewed from above it appears as if the top had ben rotated clockwise relative to the bottom plate.
The VA WR was mounted on the buoy such that the VA WR lubber lie is not perpndicular to the
front face of the buoy. It was rotated approxiately 15° in a clockwise diection so as to offset the
location of the rear cage bar.
Prior to shipment to Oman the ai and sea temperatu sensors as well as the relative
humdity sensors were calbrated at WHO!. The calbrations of the barometrc pressure sensors
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were checked at WHO! and if found out of specification were retued to the manufactuer for
recalibration. The short wave and long wave radiation sensors were calbrated by the
manufactuer. The wind diection sensor readings were compared with a known bearng to a fixed
target both at WHO! and in Muscat. Detas of the diection comparson tests can be found in
Appendi 5. In addition the meteorological instrents were left rug on the buoy for two
months prior to shipment to bum-in all systems and work out the bugs. The data was compared
with standards at WHO!.
b. ¡MET Meteorological System
The IMT meteorological sensor system for the Arabian Sea WHO! Central buoy consists
of nine !MT sensor modules. The modules measure the following parameters:
1. Relative humdity with temperatue;
2. Barometrc pressure;
3. Ai temperatue (R Young passive shield);
4. Ai temperatue (aspirated shield);
5. Sea surace temperatue;
6. Precipitation;
7. Wind speed and diection;
8. Short wave radiation;
9. Long wave radiation.
Al !MT modules for the Arabian Sea were modified for lower power consumption so that a non-
rechargeable alalne battery pack could be used.
The data logger for the system is based on an Onset Computer Corp. Model 7 Tattetale
computer with hard drve, also configued and programed with power conservation in rid.
An associated interface board ties the Model 7 via individual power and RS-485 communcations
lines to each of the 9 !MT modules.
The !MT sensors used on the Arabian Sea 1 and 2 deployments are listed in Table 5.
Tables 6 and 7 list the !MT modules and their associated softar deployed in Apri 95 and
October 94 respectively.
Arabian Sea ¡MET Sampling
The logger polls al modules at one riute intervals (takes several seconds) and then goes
to low power sleep mode for the rest of the iinute. Data is wrtten to disk once per hour.
The ai temperatue, sea surace temperatu, barometrc pressure, relative humdity, long
wave radiation and precipitation modules tae a sample once per miute and then go to low power
sleep mode for the rest of the minute.
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Table 5. IMET Sensor Specifications.
Pareter Sensor
Ai Temperatue Platium Resistace
Thermometer
Sea Temperatue Platium Resistace
Thermometer
Relative Humdity Rotronic MP-1ooF
Barometrc Pressure Quar crystal
AI DB-1A
Wind Speed and R.M. Young model 5103
Wind Direction Wind Monitor
Shortave Temperatue Compensated
Radiation Thermopile
Eppley PSP
Longwave Pygeometer
Radiation Eppley PIR
Precipitation R.M. Young Model 50201
Self siphoning rain gauge
Nomial Accuracy
+/-.25° C
+/-.005° C
+/- 3%
+/-.5 mbar
-3% (speed)
+/- 1.5° (di)
+/- 3%
+/- 10%
+/- 10%
Table 6. IMET Modules deployed during Arabian Sea 2.
Module
HRH #108
WN#111
LWR#103
SST #06
TM #105
SWR#104
BPR #106
PRC #108
TM #106 (ASPIRTED)
LOGGER #228
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Softare Version Used
IMTH v2.2
IMTW v2.2
IMTLWR v2.0
IMTT v2.0
IMTT v2.0
IMTSWR v2.1
IMTBPR v2.0
METPRC v2.1
IMTT v2.0
LOGGER1O v1.5
Table 7. IMET Modules deployed during Arabian Sea 1.
Module Softare Version Used
HRH #111
WN#I04
LWR #101
SST #106
TM#101
SWR #109
BPR #107
PRC #101
TM #108 (ASPIRTED)
LOGGER #226
IMTHR v2.2
IMTW v2.0
IMTL WR v2.0
IMTT v2.0
IMIT v2.0
IMTSWR v2.1
IMTBPR v2.0
IMTPRC v2.1
IMIT v2.0
LOGGERlO v1.5
The short wave radiation module takes a sample every 10 seconds and produces a rug
one miute average of the six most recent samples. It goes to low power sleep mode between 10
second samples.
The vane on the wind module is sampled at one second intervals and averaged over 15
seconds. The compass is sampled every 15 seconds and the wind speed is averaged every 15
seconds. East and nort curent components are computed every 15 seconds.
Once a ITnute the logger stores an average east and nort component that is an average of
the most recent four 15 second averages. In addition average sped from four 15 second averages
is stored, along with the maxmum and mium speed durg the previous miute, average vane
computed from four 15 second averages, and the most recent compass readig.
C. Stand Alone Relative Humidity / Temperature Instrument
A self contaied relative humdity and temperatue instrent was mounted on the tower of
the WaOI discus buoy. This instrent, develöped and buit by members of the Upper Ocean
Processes Group, takes a single point measurement of both relative humdity and temperatu at a
desired record interval. The sensor used is a Rotronics MP-l00. The relative humdity and
temperatue measurements are made inside a protective Grotex shield. The logger is an Onset
Computer Corp. model4A Tattetae with expanded memory to 512K. The unt is powered by its
own internal battery pack.
The mechancal housing is PVC pipe which has been machied to accept end caps with an
O-rig seaL. A multi-plate radiation shield protects the sensors from dict sunght and is simar to
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that used on the VA WR relative humdity sensor. The recordig interval was set to 3.75 DUutes
for the Arabian Sea experient.
The height (and depth) of the buoy and bridle mounted instrentation can be found in
Tables 8 and 9 for the first and second mooring deployments respectively. Actual water lie
measurements were made on the recovered buoy from the first deployment. The predicted water
lie on the Arabian Sea 2 buoy is .38 meters (as measured on the recovered buoy) below the buoy
deck but wil be checked when the buoy is recovered.
2. Sub-Surace Instrmentation
a. Buoy Tension Recorder
Buoy tension was measured at the base of the buoy bridle using a D.J. Instrents Co.
tension cell and recorded using an Onset Computer Corp. Model 6 Tattetale. The tension cell was
rated from 0 to 10,000 pounds. The sampling rate for tension in a 12 hour period beging at
0000 UTC and 1200 UTC is as follows:
45 DUutes of 4 Hz tension
15 DUutes of 20 second maxmiaverage of 4 Hz tension
11 hours of 20 second maxmiaverage of 4 Hz tension
Ths is repeated every 12 hour for a 24 hour cycle.
The data is then stored to a hard disk on the Tattetae.
An Argos transmitter is connected to the tension logger so that a single point tension
measurement is included with every transmission. Position information is provided by Service
Argos in conjunction with the tension transmissions.
b. Sub-Surface Argos Transmitter
An NACLS Inc. Subsurace Mooring Monitor (SMM is mounted upside down on the
bridle of the discus buoy as a backup recovery aid in the event that the moorig par and the buoy
flps upside down. The SMM has an internal mercur switch which tus an Argos transmitter on
when the unt is upright. If the mooring pared and the buoy became unstable and flpped upside
down the Argos transmitter would switch on and the buoy position could be tracked.
c. SEACAT Conductivity and Temperature Recorders
There were five Seabird Inc. Seacat conductivity and temperatue recorders deployed on the
WHOI surace 'moorig. The shalowest Seacat was mounted diectly to the bridle of the discus
buoy. The other four were mounted on in-line tension bars and deployed at 100, 150,200 and
250 meters depth. The stainless tension rods recovered from the first discus moorig showed
signs of corrosion, parcularly those deployed at 100 and 150 meters depth. These depths
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Table 8: Sers mounted on the WHOI Arabian Se 1 sunace buoy deployed
from October 1994 to April 1995.
Parameter Sensor 10 Elevation relative Bevation Measurement
to buoy deck relative to Location
(meters) water line
(meters)
VAWR V721 WR
Air Temp Therm. 5804 2.3 2.68 Mid Shield
Relative Hum V-034-001 2.31 2.69 Mid Shield
Sarom. Pres SIN 46398 2.38 2.76 Center of port
Wind Spe V721WR 2.98 3.36 Center of cups
Wind Directon V721WR 2.69 3.07 Mid Vane
Short Wave SIN 25418 3.04 3.42 Base of dome
Long Wave SIN 28463 3.04 3.42 Base of dome
Sea Temp Therm. 5005 -1.3 -0.92 End of probe
IMET Logger No. 226
Air Temp TMP 101 2.36 2.74 Mid Shield
Relative Hum HRH 111 2.36 2.74 Mid Shield
Baom. Pres SPR 107 2.39 2.77 Center of port
Wind Spe WND 104 2.78 3.16 Prop Axis
Wind Directon WND 104 2.78 3.16 Prop Axis
Short Wave SWR 109 3.04 3.42 Base of dome
Long Wave LWR 101 3.04 3.42 Base of dome
Precipitation PRC 101 2.76 3.14 Top of Funnel
Sea Temp SST 106 -1.27 -0.89 End of probe
Aspirated Air Temp TMP 108 1.82 2.2 Openning of port
Stand alone RH wi temp 002 2.6 2.98 Mid Shield
Seacat SIN 1179 -1.8 -1.42 At temp probe
Dissved Oxyen 60 -1.8 -1.42 Sensor end
Temperature Recorder 5432 -1.75 -1.37 Thermistor end
Temperatre Rerder 3836 -0.55 -0.17 Thermistor end
Temperature Recrder 3662 -0.81 -0.43 Thermistor end
Temperatre Rerder 4483 -1.30 -0.92 Thermistor end
Temperature Recrder 3667 -1.79 -1.41 Thermistor end
Tempeature Rerder 3839 -2.29 -1.91 Thermistor end
Temperature Recrder 3762 -2.78 -2.4 Thermistor end
(-) indicates disce below referenc indicated
Distnc betwen buoy deck and water line was .38 meters
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Table 9: Sers mounted on the WHOI Arabian Se 2 sunace buoy deployed
from April 1995 to October 1995.
Parameter Sensor 10 Elevation relative Measurement
to buoy deck Location
(meters)
VAWR V720WR
Air Temp Therm. 5854 2.32 Edge of 3rd plate from top
Relative Hum V-029 2.34 Edg of 3rd plate from top
Barom. Press SIN 44147 2.38 Center of port
Wind Spe V720WR 2.96 Center of cups
Wind Direcion V720WR 2.69 Mid Van
Short Wave SIN 21972 3.03 Base of dome
Long Wave SIN 28459 3.03 Base of dome
Sea Temp Therm. 5568 -1.3 End of probe
IMEr Logger No. 228
Air Temp TMP 105 2.38 Edge of 3rd plate from top
Relative Hum HRH 108 2.41 Edge of 3rd plate from top
Barom. Press BPR 106 2.48 Center of port
Wind Spe WND 111 2.87 Prop Axs
Wind Direcion WND 111 2.87 Prop Axis
Short Wave SWR 104 3.03 Base of dome
Long Wave LWR 103 3.04 Base of dome
Precipitation PRC 108 2.74 Top of Funnel
Sea Temp SST 006 -1.27 End of probe
Aspirated Air Temp TMP 106 1.81 Opening of port
Stand alne RH wI temp 005/27439 2.6 Edg of 3rd plate from top
Seacat 928 -1.8 At Temp Probe
Dissolved Oxygen 60 -1.8 Sensor end
Temperature Recrder 3291 -0.56 Thermistor end
Temperature Recrder 3299 -0.80 Thermistor end
Temperatre Recrder 3280 -1.31 Thermistor end
Temperature Recrder 3263 -1.80 Thermistor end
Temperatre Recrder 3274 -2.30 Thermistor end
Temperatre Recrder 3271 -2.80 Thermistor end
Tension Ceu 43845 Base of bridle
(-) indicaes distance below buoy deck
Nominal distan bewee buoy deck and water line is .38 meters
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coincide with an oxygen minimum zone and the corrosion observed may be the result of low
oxygen corrosion. Tension rods deployed on the second settng were outftted with anodes on the
bolts that secure the band clamps.
The Seacat takes a single point measurement of salty and temperatue at the desired
sample rate. On the UOP mooring the Seacats sampled every 7.5 miutes. A tie mark was
recorded on Seacats recovered from the first deployment and those deployed durg TN 046 by
submerging the instrent in a cold water bath. Appendi 6 lists the ties each of the instrents
were placed in the cold.
d. Dissolved Oxygen Sensor
A LDEO self powered internaly recordig dissolved oxygen instrent was mounted to
the buoy bridle at 1.5 meters depth. Ths same instrent had been deployed on the first WHOI
moorig and was redeployed on the second settng.
e. Brancker Temperature Recorders
A total of 17 Richard Brancker Research Ltd. temperatue data loggers (also known as
"Branckers" or "T-Pods") were deployed at varous depths from .25 meters to 300 meters on the
WHOI surace mooring. Figue 4 (mooring schematic) lists the depths where T-Pods were
located. The Brancker temperatue loggers tae a single point temperatue measurement every
record sample. The UOP Branckers were set for a record rate of 15 miutes.
Six Branckers were mounted on the buoy hul and bridle at depths rangig from
approximately .25 meters down to 2.5 meters. Figure 5 shows the discus buoy hul and the
location of the six near-surace T -Pods. The near-surace temperatu loggers are mounted in
multi-plate solar radiation shields which are intended to mie the diect solar heatig of the
instrent. The instrents were originally positioned relative to a predcted waterlie which was
based on a prediction of the mooring tensions. The waterlie of the buoy from the first
deployment at the tie of recovery was measured to be .38 meters below the buoy deck. Ths
placed the individual sensors at .17, .43, .92, 1.41, 1.91, and 2.4 meters below the surace.
Figue 5 shows the bridle configuration from the Arabian Sea 1 deployment. The instrents for
the second deployment were located at the same depths as the first deployment. The mean location
of the waterline for the second deployment wil be measured when that buoy is recovered. The
actual depths of the sensors wil then be computed. The waterlie obviously depends on the
tension of the mooring such that durg periods of high tension the sensors wil tend to be deeper
than durng low tension periods.
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UOP Arabian Sea 1 Discus
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Figue 5: Near-surace temperatue ary on the WHOI discus buoy.
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Two UOP Branckers were deployed on each of the University of Washigton PCM
moorings. Both moorings had one mounted on the top sphere at approxiately 20 meters depth
and the other was at 250 meters depth. The two instrments on the southern PCM moorig which
was tued around durg TN046 were replaced with two different recently calbrated instrents
for the second six-month deployment. A time mark was recorded on the temperatue loggers that
were recovered as well as deployed durg TN046. Appendi 6 lists the ties each of the
instrents were placed in the cold.
f. Miniature Temperature Recorder
A single Pacific Marne Environmenta Lab (PMEL), Miatue Temperatue Recorder
(MT) was mounted at 3.5 meters depth in-line on the moorig. The MTR was mounted inside a
5-sided heavy duty steel box which was attached to an in-line tension bar. Such a mountig
arangement was necessar to protect the MTR since its close proxity to the buoy bridle places it
in a very vunerable location durg deployment and recovery. The MT taes a single point
temperatue measurement every record sample which for the Arabian Sea deployment was set at
7.5 minutes.
g. WHO! Vector Measuring Current Meters
Five WHOI Vector Measurng Curent Meters (VMCMs) were deployed on the WHOI
surace moorig at 5, 15, 25,45, and 55 meters depth. The five surace moorig VMCMs record
data on digital cassette every 3.75 nñutes. A description of how each parameter is sampled is
provided in Appendix 7.
The WHOI VMCMs incorporated several changes to the stadad EG&G Sea Lin
product. These included different propeller beargs, a dierent plastic for the propeller blades and
a redesign of the instrent cage including recent gussettng specifcaly for the Arabian Sea
deployment. Al VMCMs deployed on the WHOI surace moorig had cages with 3/4" cage rods
and a single cross brace to support the stig between the two sets of propellers. See Section 2-A
of ths report for more detais about the cage gussettng.
The VMCMs were outftted with Silcone Nitrde beargs, which have performed well in
previous at-sea deployments. Durg the Subduction experient VMCM propeller assemblies
outftted with simlar beargs were deployed for a total of 24 months without any bearg faiures.
The propeller blades used in the Arabian Sea were made from injection molded Delr(g 100 ST.
Detals about the VMCM bearngs and propeller blade material can be found in Trask and Bri
(1993).
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Five WHOI VMCMs were also deployed on the University of Washigton southern PCM
mooring. Their nominal depths were 300, 500, 750, 1500, and 3000 meters. The record rate of
the PCM moorig VMCMs was 7.5 miutes since a one year deployment was planed. Due to
concerns about water depth at the southern PCM site and the depth of the top sphere the southern
PCM moorig was recovered and redeployed durg TN046. The recovered VMCMs were
redeployed with new tapes at their previous depths. Propeller shaf beargs and propeller
materials were the same as those used on the WHOI surace moorig VMCMs. The VMCM cages
used on the PCM mooring had 1/2" cage rods and a single cross brace to support the stig.
h. use Multi- Variable Moored System
USC deployed two Multi-Varable Moored Systems (MVS) unts at 35 meters and 80
meters. Each MVMS records curent vectors, rotor counts, compass, temperatue, PAR,
dissolved oxygen, dissolved oxygen temperature, -5 cm transmissometer, fluorometer,
conductivity, and natual fluorescence (683 nm) at 3.75 miute tie intervals set to Global
Positioning System (GPS) tie and synchronized to the hour mark.
i. LDEO Multi- Variable Moored System
LDEO deployed two Multi-Varable Mo~red Systems at 10 meters and 65 meters. On the
LDEO MVS instrents conductivity, temperatue, dissolved oxygen, transmissometer, 683,
fluorometer and PAR sensors record data every 4 minutes. Curent measurements made by a
VMCM were recorded every 7.5 minutes.
The manufactuers of the varous MVS sensors are listed below:
Sensor Manufactur
VMCM curent sensor
Conductivity
Temperatu
Dissolved Oxygen
Transmissometer
683
fluorometer
PAR
EG&G
Sea bird
Sea bird
Endeco
Sea Tech
Bio Spherical Instrents
Sea Tech
Bio Spherical Instrents
j. Tracor Applied Sciences Bio-Acoustic Instrument
A Tracor Applied Sciences bio-acoustic transceiver aray meaurg backscatterig at
multiple frequencies to give zooplanon estites by size distrbutions was deployed on the
WHOI surace mooring at 40 meters. Backscatterig at frequencies of 104, 165,420, 700, 1100,
1850 and 3000 kHz are recorded each hour. Selected frequencies ar also recorded on the half
hour.
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Section 3: Ancillary Instrumentation
A. WHOI Shipboard Meteorological System
Following the deployment of a surace buoy and prior to its recovery it is common practice
to position the ship approximately .25 miles downwind of the buoy so that shipboard
meteorological observations can be made and compared with the data collected by the buoy. Whe
close to the buoy, its Argos transmissions can be received, decoded and compared with the
shipboard observations. The comparson of data provides a means to check that the buoy-mounted
sensors have not been damaged durg deployment. Simlarly if a sensor is damaged durng
recovery it may not be able to be recalibrated. If accurate shipboard observations are made prior to
recovery it provides a means to evaluate the sensor's performance at the end of the deployment.
An independent meteorological data recordig system was mounted to the jacksta of the
Rf Thomas Thompson for use durg cruise number 46. The package contans wind speed and
diection, air temperatue, relative humdity, and barometrc pressure sensors. The relative
humdity/ai temperatue sensor is a Rotronic MP-ioo sensor that is aspirated to provide values
uncontamnated by solar heatig. The sensor is the same as is used in the IMT relative humdity
module and the standalone relative humdity with temperatue instrent. The wind sensor is an
R.M. Young propeller anemometer, also used in the IMT wind module. Barometrc pressure is
measured with a Rosemount type 1201 system which consumes too much power for buoy use but
is excellent when it can be powered by 110 V AC. It senses the pressure though a Gil port to
mize the dynamc effects of the wind.
For loggig the data a Campbell Scientific Inc. (CSI) model CR10 meteorological data
logger was used. Ths is the smalest of their lie and is hermeticaly sealed in a staess steel
housing. Its 0.2% accuracy in voltage measurements is adequate for the barometrc pressure, ai
temperatue, and relative humidity sensor outputs, and its pulse countig abilty is designed for the
Young anemometer. The barometer and CR 1 0 data logger are housed in a cylider beneath the Gil
port. The CR 1 0 totas the anemometer counts over 10 second intervals and samples the other
parameters every 10 seconds. The 10 second values are averaged over one miute and stored
internally. Storage capacity is about 2.5 days. A cable for both power and communcations rus
back to a laboratory space on the ship. CSI softare provides a means to upload the stored values
to the PC's disk and permts the display of the 10 second samples on a PC screen.
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B. WHOI Drifter with Near-Surface Temperature Array
The WHOI discus buoy deployed in the Arabian Sea is outftted with a near surace
temperatue aray consisting of six Brancker temperatu recorders. Each instrent has a multi-
plate radiation shield simar to that found on an ai temperatue sensor to prevent diect heatig by
incomig solar radiation. The instrments are mounted to the side of the discus hull and paralel to
the buoy bridle at nominal depths of .25, .5, 1.0, 1.5,2, and 2.5 meters.
The affect of the discus buoy hull on the near surace temperatu strctue is not well
understood. The sensor aray is algned with the wind vane on the buoy and is therefore oriented
downwind of the buoy hull. Flow past a moored buoy can create tubulence around the hul.
There is concern that surace flow tubulence created by the hul may distub the temperatu
strctue. If ths is the case, measurements made alongside the hul may not be representative of
the temperatue strctue in the adjacent undistubed water.
To address ths concern an identical set of measurements were made from a freely drftg
strctue that was intended to minimie any distubance of the temperatue strctue. The drftg
measurements were made in close proximity to the buoy so that the two data sets could be
compared.
The strctue used for supportng the drftg temperatu aray was a moded thee-bal
radio float. The radio float has an alumum pipe frame with thee 17" glass bals atthed to it
which provide approxiately 150 pounds of buoyancy. The radio float is normaly used as a
recovery aid at the top of subsurace moorings. In its normal confguation it has a submersible
radio and light that are pressure switch activated and tu on when they come to the surace,
signalng that the top of the moorig is on the surace. For the drg temperatu aray a 3" PVC
pipe was added to the side of the float to which was attached the temperatue recorders. The pipe
was located to the side so as to mimie any shadowing from the thee glass bals. The drfter
aray was outfitted with the same tye of temperatue recorders with multi-plate radiation shields as
was on the discus buoy. Figue 6 shows the temperatue aray attched to the 3-bal radio float.
The temperatue recorders were placed at the same depths as the discus buoy mounted recorders.
Three 12 hour long éxperiments were conducted with the drftg temperatue aray (a.k.a.
DrifT Ar) durng RlThomas Thompson cruise number 46. The drfter was deployed
approxiately .25 mies away from the discus buoy just as the sun was coming up (approxiately
0200 UTC) and remaied in the water unti sunset (approximately 1400 UTC). Table 10 lists the
temperatue recorders used on Drifl Ar and indicates their respetive depth. The temperatue
recorders used on the drfter stared recording data early in the cruse at a one miute record interval
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weight
argos
transmitter light/radio
Brancker temperature
logger xx-1 05 with
solar shields
UOP - DriFTar
water line
sensor depth
--- .25m
.5m
1.0m
1.5m
2.0m
2.5m
Figure 6. Drifting temperature array used during TN 046.
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and were left rung whie on deck between drfter experiments. Durg the DrifT Ar experiments,
range and bearng measurements were made to the drfter and the WHOI discus buoy from the
ship.
Table 10. Temperature recorders used on the drifting temperature array and their
respective depths.
Recorder Depth
4228 .25m
4402 .50m
3838 1.0m
3704 1.5 m
3764 2.0m
3837 2.5 m
Section 4: Cruise Chronology
RN Thomas Thmpson cruise number 46 depared Muscat, Oman, on 14 Apri 95 at 0345
UTC. The purose of the cruse was to recover and redeploy four moorigs as par of the Arabian
Sea experient.
Whe enroute to the moorig sites 42 T -7 Sippican XBTs were deployed hourly on the half
hour beginning at 0430 UTC on 14 Apri 95. At 1110 UTC the ship was stopped and the CTD
system was tested. The test was tennated and the er reovered afer determg tht the
system was not fuctionig properly. Once the er was recovered the WHOI nea-surace
temperatue drfter was deployed at 1145 UTC 14 Apri 95 and tethered to the ship to detenne if
it was properly balasted. Satisfied with the drfter displacement it was reovered and
disassembled. Following the drfter test the moorig releases were wire tested.
The hourly XBTs continued until 0030 UTC on 16 Apri 95. The SIO ALACE float
number 393 was deployed at 0035 UTC 16 Apri 95. Following the ALACE deployment a second
test of the CTD system was conducted, however it contiued to malction.
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SIO Northern Surface Mooring Recovery
The first mooring to be recovered was the nortern SIO surace mooring which took place
on 16 Apri 95. The SIO surace moorig had two suites of meteorological sensors measurig
wind speed and direction, barometrc pressure, ai temperatue, short wave radiation, and sea
surace temperature. Housed in the bridle of the toroid buoy was a downward-lookig acoustic
doppler curent profier. Additional subsurace instrentation included ten temperatue recorders
attched to the upper shot of wire.
The SIO mooring was recovered bottom first. The ship's smal boat was deployed and
took the surace buoy in tow whie the moorig's acoustic release was fired. Towing the buoy
while the balls came to the surace was thought to help strng out the bals and keep the mooring
spread out and less likely to foul on itself. Once the glass bal flotation from the bottom of the
moorig was sighted on the surace the smal boat left the buoy and connected a tag lie into the
glass balls. The glass balls came to the surace in a single wuzle. The glass bals then were
towed to the ship with the small boat. Once close to the ship a tag line from the Lebus winch was
connected to the glass bals and recovery of the glass bals commenced. The moorig was
recovered up to the 50 meter temperatue recorder. At ths point the upper shot of wire was
intentionaly cut and termnated with an eye using Crosby clips so that it could be easily passed
around to the port side where the buoy was to be recovered. The smal boat was once agai
redeployed to assist in pulling the buoy around to the port side where it was connected to the crane
and recovered.
Disassembly of the SIO nortern moorig began imedately afer recovery. The
meteorological system and ADCP were removed so that they could be tued around for
redeployment on the southern SIO moorig. Durg the remaider of the evenig the CTD was
troubleshot. The problem tued out to be related to a malfuctionig water pump on the
conductivity cell.
SIO Northern Surface Mooring Deployment
The following day (17 Apri 95) the new nortern SIO surace moorig deployment began
at 0249 UTC. Figue 7 is a schematic of the SIO nortern surace moorig. The surace buoy for
ths deployment had been prepared in Muscat with new instrentation. The deployment
proceeded without any problems and the anchor was deployed at 0715 UTC. The GPS anchor
position for the northern SIO surace moorig was determed to be 15°43.39'N, 61°15.86'E.
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Arab Sea Leg II North
Terminations
10
20
30
40 -
SO
70
90
1 1 0 .""--...._...-
130 ........................-
1 SO
7 18shac+ 1 "pear+3/4shac
6.5 m 3/4" chain
31 4shac+ 7 ISpear+31 4shac
200 Ib clump anchor
3/ 4shac+ 7 ISpear+31 4shac
5 Ton Swivel
3/4shac+7/Spear+3/4shac
Start Deploy _____
SiD toroid
Depth (m)
Anchor over
Anchor Posit
Except as shown, all terminations are
2 shackles + 7 IS" pear link.
All shackles are 3/4" except:
5/S" shackles in release & 1 12 chain
Use 7 IS" shackle in buoy
Use '" shaclde in 9/S Nylon
TPOD
TPOD
TPOD
TPOD
TPOD
TPOD
TPOD
TPOD
250m 3/S" wire with 1 Om markings
250 m 3/S" wire
250 m 3/8" wire
250 m 3/8" wire
"';
31 4shac+ 7 ISpear+31 4shac
5 Ton swivel
31 4shac+ 7 ISpear+31 4shac
250 m 3/8" wire
Depth = 4043 m
Total = ;; i.?O m
Reel 1 481 m 3/4" nylon
Reel 7 467 m 3/4" nylon
Reel 8 500 m 3/4" nylon
Reel 1 2 500 m 3/4" nylon
Reel 1 3 500 m 3/4" nylon
20 m 3/4" nylon
20 m 3/4" nylon
Total slack Nylon length =
.924 + De th -1246m
Reels =
Adjust - m 48 Glass Balls
m
5/Sshac+ 31 4pear+31 4shac
5 Ton swivel
3/ 4shac+ 7/Spear+5/Sshac 4 m 1/2" chain
RELESE
Release SIN
ReI. CommandInt.Freq. ___Reply ________
Enable A&B
4 m , 12" chain
5/Sshac+ 7/Spear+ 1 shac
20 m 1 1 IS" nylon
1 shac+ 7/Spear+3/4shac
5 m 3/4" chain
Anchor (depth=4043 m) 6000lb dry,5200 wet
Figue 7: Schematic of the SIO nortern surace moorig.
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Following the acoustic release/anchor surey a shalow CTD station near the SiO nortern
mooring was conducted. The CTD station was termnated at a depth of 679 meters since it was felt
that the ship was gettg too close to the SiO mooring.
The ship then transited from the nortern SiO moorig south past the southern SiO
moorig collecting underway observations (meteorological and doppler measurements). The ship
then steamed to the southern PCM mooring site. A CTD was made at the site prior to the PCM
moorig recovery.
UW Southern PCM Mooring Recovery
The PCM mooring (Figue 8) is a two par moorig. The upper section contas a staiess
steel sphere, the profilig curent meter, and guide line. The lower section is a standard subsurace
moorig with a 200 pound buoyancy syntactic foam sphere as the primar buoyancy and
distrbuted glass ball buoyancy along the mooring and at the bottom. The two sections are
separated by an acoustic release. The upper par of the mooring is recovered first by firing the
upper release so as to minize the chances of damagig the profilg curent meter.
Recovery of the southern PCM mooring afer six month was not origially planed. Both
the nortern and southern PCM moorings were to be deployed for one year. However, there was
concern when it was determed that the desired depth of the top sphere was considerably less than
the design depth of 20 meters. The nortern PCM mooring was so shalow that the top
occasionaly came to the surace afer it was deployed in October 1994. The problem was traced to
incorrect depth recorder readigs which afected both PCM moorigs deployed durg the October
cruise. The northern moorig was recovered and redeployed durg the deployment cruse in
October 1994 using the spare anchor that was onboard at the tie. Since there was not enough
mooring equipment to reset the southern moorig it was left in place unti retug to the. site in
April 1995. For details about the October deployment cruse see Trask et ai., 1995.
The southern PCM mooring was recovèred on Apri 18, 1995. The top of the moorig
was released and towed to the ship with the small boat. Recovery of the lower par followed
without any problems. It, too, was towed by the smal boat afer the release was fired. The smal
boat continued to tow the 60" sphere unti the bottom cluster of glass balls were on the surace.
The large sphere was then towed to the ship and recovery commenced though the stern A-frame.
In addition to the profiling curent meter the southern PCM moorig also had five WHOI
VMCMs and two WHOI Brancker temperatue recorders. Two of the WHOI VMCMs (V016
and VMOI8) had external temperatu pods that leaked. The screws that secure the top of the
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external temperatue pod had backed out and water was found inside the pod itself. The stig from
instrent VM-OI8 had also flooded. In addition a compass problem was detected with VM-021
afer interrogating it though the Serial ASCII Instrmentation Loop (SAI) connector. The
temperatue pods on VM-OI6 and VM-OI8 were replaced and a new sting and rotor card were _
instaled on VM-OI8. A new compass card was installed in VM-021 to correct the compass
problem in that instrment. The data tapes from al the VMCMs on the southern PCM moorig
were removed and new tapes instaled. The Brancker temperatue recorder attached to the top
sphere (SIN 3265) appeared to work for only four months. At the tie of recovery the battery
voltage was down. The other Brancker temperature recorder (SIN 2537 at 250 meters depth)
appeared to collect data for the entie deployment.
Since the first southern PCM mooring was deployed approxiately 15 meters too shalow
al predicted VMCM depths need to be corrected. Table 11 indicates the noßUal depth of the five
VMCMs given the new depth inormation.
Table 11. Nominal depths of the 5 WHOI VMCMs on the first deployment of the
southern profiling current meter mooring.
VMCM
VM-016
VM-018
VM-021
VM-025
VM-038
Nominal depth as deployed
286.69 m
478.23 meters
734.96 meters
1494.90 meters
301 1.31 meters
The same VMCMs that were deployed on the first settg of the southern PCM moorig
were redeployed. Two calibrated (at WHO!) Brancker temperatue recorders replaced the
instrents from the first deployment.
Following the moorig recovery a 400 meter deep CTD station was taken at the southern
PCM moorig site. The ship then transited to the WHOI discus buoy where a 100 meter deep
CTD station was taken.
At 0144 UTC on 19 April 1995 the near surace temperatue aray drer was deployed
approxiately .25 miles to the south of the discus buoy. The ship was kept between .25 and .5
mies from the drfter and a series of CTD casts were taken. Four ties per hour, begig at the
half hour, the CTD was lowered to 50 meters depth at a rate of 13 meters per ßUute. Each down
up sequence took about 10 miutes with only mial time on the surace between each down up
sequence. After four lowerings the CTD was recovered and the ship was repositioned to with
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.25 mies of the drfter. The cycle was repeated every hour for 12 hours. At 1427 UTC the
drer was recovered. Following the drfter recovery a shalow 200 meter deep CTD station was
taken near the discus buoy.
Whle the drfter study was underway the small boat (with Ostrom, Trask and two crew
members) visited the WHOI discus buoy and photographed the condition of the buoy and surace
sensors. The area around the discus buoy was teeming with fish and sharks. Whe nearby the
discus the waterline was noted relative to several reference marks on the buoy hul.
WHOI Surface Buoy Recovery
Recovery of the WHOI surace moorig began on 20 April 1995 at 0105 UTe. The ship
was positioned approximately .25 miles from the buoy and the acoustic release was fired. Once
the glass bal flotation came to the surace (approxiately 45 miutes afer firing the release) the
smal boat towed the glass balls to the ship where the tag lie to the glass bals was transferred to
the ship. Recovery of the glass bals commenced at 0211 UTC. The recovery proceeded without
incident. The last instrment to be recovered before recoverig the buoy was the bio-acoustic
instrent at 40 meters. Afer recoverig the 40 meter instrent the mooring was cast adrft.
The smal boat attached the pickup lie to the buoy and towed the buoy to the port side of the ship
where it was recovered without any problems. The remaider of the instrentation was
recovered using the crane at the port side of the ship.
The uppermost VMCM at 5 meters (VM-Oll) depth had an unusualy heavy growt of
goose neck baracles. The baracles fully encapsulated the instrent and interfered with the
abilty of the upper and lower rotors to spin freely. It should be noted, however, that the rotors
could still be spun by hand. The MVS at 10 meters also had a heavy growt of goose neck
baracles. The next WHOI VMCM at 15 meters (V-037) only had a few baracles on the rotors
but they did not obstrct their free spinng. WHOI VMCM at 25 meters depth (VM-039) had
only one baracle on the upper rotor and both rotors spun frly. The remaig two WHOI
VMCMs at 45 and 55 meters (VM-033 and VM-015 respetively) were clean and al rotors spun
freely.
Afr recovery of the buoy the waterline noted earlier durg a sma boat excursion to the
buoy was measured relative to the buoy deck. The waterlie was 38 cm below the buoy deck.
Correct sensor elevations are shown in Table 9 based on ths informtion.
The post deployment check of the WHOI VMCMs indicated that al were sti workig
electronically on recovery and had puled the appropriate amount of tape. The data tapes were
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removed from the instrents for processing at a later date. The Seacat data were read from the
instrents and all recorded data for the duration of the deployment. All but one Brancker
temperatue recorder worked for the duration of the experient. The one instrent with the short
record was located at 72.5 meters depth (instrment number 4481). The VA WR collected data for
the duration of the deployment. The IMT instrent was working on recovery and the data from
that instrment were read and stored on optical disk.
The sub-surace bridle mounted sensors were moderately covered with gooseneck
baracles as was the buoy bridle. The hull, however; was relatively clean. There was heavy
growth of baracles between the multi-plate radiation shields on the hull mounted near surace
Brancker temperatue recorders. Most of the growth occured on the nylon spacers between the
plates. The IMT SST probe was clean of any baracles and the VA WR SST pod only had a few
baracles growing on it. In addition to baracles on the bridle-mounted Seacat there was also a
crab observed in the tube of the conductivity cell.
The shot peened shackles that were recovered from the moorig appeared in good
condition. These shackles were Xylan coated rather than galvand beause the galvang
temperatue tends to negate the afects of the shot peenig. The Xylan coating process was
selected because it does not require as high a temperatue for the application process. The Xylan
coating stood up well durg the six month deployment. Afer recovery the coatig had a tendency
to chip off and subsequent rustig occured. Several of the shackles used in the upper 150 meters
had enlarged shackle pin holes. The 1/2" wire rope swage sockets had a considerable amount of
surace corrosion and is most likely attbuted to their not being galvand.
Two of the Seacat tension rods had a considerable amount of corrosion under the neoprene
used on the inner surace of the clarping bands. The regions which showed the most corrosion
were in the vicinty of the welded areas. The tension rods were fabricated by the same
manufactuer of the VMCM cages which did not display any corrosion problems. One difference
between the two was that the Seacat tension rods were not electropolished nor did they have any
sacrificial anodes attached. The tension rods with the most corrosion were deployed at 100 and
150 meters depth. The deeper of these is in the vicinty of the oxygen mium zone of the water
colum and there is speculation that the tension rods in that area experienced low oxygen
corrosion. The shackle on the top of the Seacat tension rod at 150 meters had an enlarged cotter
pin hole.
Following the recovery of the WHOI surace moorig a considerable amount of tie was
spent cleanng instrentation. Several Brancker clamps as well as Seacat tension rods had to be
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transferred to the new instrments for use during the second deployment. The Lamont dissolved
oxygen sensor from the first deployment also had to be tued around for redeployment on the
buoy bridle and several buoy cable rus and IMT cable keepers had to be instaled on the new
buoy. Based on the amount of foulg on the upper instrentation additional coats of antifoulng
pait were applied to the VMCMs and the sub-surace buoy-mounted instrents. The buoy- and
bridle-mounted near-surace temperatue recorders were also given an extra coat of antifoulng
pait. Based on the amount of cleang that had not been anticipated and the amount of work
requied to finalze the last detais for the second deployment it was decided to postpone the
deployment of the WHOI surace moorig one day so that everyone could respond to the findigs
from the first deployment.
..~
."
The following day (21 Apri 95) the drftg near-surace temperatue aray (DrifTAr) was
deployed at 0151 UTC. The ship stayed with radar contact of the drer at all ties whie
makg a series of nort-south transits past the buoy. Ranges and bearngs to the drer as well as
shipboard ADCP and meteorological data were collected thoughout the day. At 1030 UTC the
ship was diected to steam two trangular patterns around the drfter. At 1145 UTC the ship was
positioned .5 mile downwind of the drfter where it remaied unti the drfter was recovered at
1401 UTC.
WHOI Surface Buoy Deployment
Deployment of the WHOI surace moorig began at 0200 UTC on 22 Apri 1995. The
ship was positioned five mies down-curent (east southeast) of the desired anchor site. The upper
35 meters of the mooring was deployed on the port side beging with the 35 meter USC MVS
and the 2.25 meter shot of 3/4" chain below it. The instrentation and wire rope above 35 meters
were lowered into the water and suspended from the ship on the port side. The buoy was then
attached to the upper instrentation and deployed without any problems at 0235 UTC. The lower
end of the instrent strg was hauled back up to the 2.25 meter shot of chai below the 35 meter
MVS and the Tracor Applied Sciences bio-acoustic instrent was placed in lie and the
remaig instrments were deployed without incident.
The mooring was towed for about 70 minutes afer al the synthetics had been deployed.
The glass balls were then deployed along with the acoustic release and the moorig was agai
rigged for towing as the ship moved into position. The anchor was deployed at 0939 UTC.
An acoustic release/anchor surey was conducted once the buoy appeared to have setted
out. The water depth at the site was 4021 meters corrected (4001 m depth recorder readig plus 15
meter sound speed correction plus a 5 meter correction for transducer depth). The dierence in
depth between ths deployment and the October 94 deployment is not a spatial dierence but rather
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due to the depth recorder readig. See Trask et al. (1995) for a description of the depth
detennnation problems experienced durg the October 94 deployment cruise. A sound sped of
1506 meters per second was used durng the acoustic release surey (Figue 9). The GPS anchor
position was detennned to be 15°30.07'N latitude and 61°30.05'E longitude.
There were some minor differences between the first deployment and the second. The
Seacat tension rods were outfitted with two large size Brancker zinc anodes. The anodes were
dred and taped for a 3/8" x 16 thead so that they could be screwed onto the ends of the clamping
bolts. One of the VMCM cages that was deployed was not electropolished. It was, however,
anode protected. It wil be interestig to see if the lack of electropolishig has any afect on the
corrosion resistance characteristics of the cage. The size cotter pins used with the 3/4" and 5/8"
shackles was increased from 3/16" to 7/32" diameter pins. The reason for the larger size is that it
fits more snugly in the shackle and is therefore less liely to wear as much as a loosely fitted pin.
As mentioned earlier additional coats of antifoulg pait were applied to reduce the bio-foulg
observed on the upper instrmentation of the first moorig.
Following the acoustic release surey the ship was positioned down-curent from the buoy
approxiately one rile and a 1000 meter deep CTD station was taen. Following the CT station
at the WHOI buoy the ship steamed to the nortern PCM mooring where another 1000 meter deep
CTD station was taken. The ship then transited to the SIO southern surace moorig where a CT
station was taken prior to starng the recovery of that moorig.
SIO Southern Surface Mooring Recovery
The southern SIO surace moorig was recovered on 23 Apri 1995. The smal boat was
used to tow the toroid buoy whie the acoustic release was fired and the glass bals came to the
surace. Once the bals were spotted on the surace the sma boat proceeded to the glass bals and
brought the balls to the ship. The tow line was transferred to the ship and recovery of the glass
bals commenced. The mooring recovery contiued to the last shot of wire below the buoy which
had ten Brancker temperatue recorders clamped to the wir. The temperatue reorders were
recovered up to and including the 50 meter instrment. At ths point in the reovery a pennant with
swage socket on one end was Crosby clipped to the wire shot and the moorig wir was cut. A 2
meter lengt of 3/4" chai was attached to the bottom of the wire shot to act as a depressor weight
and the upper par of the mooring and buoy were cast adrft. The smal boat towed the buoy
around to the port side of the ship where it was connected to the crae and recovered without
incident. The wire and temperatue recorders that remaied below the buoy were recovered by
pulling the wire in by hand.
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The ship then transited around the perieter of the ary mag ADCP and shipboard
meteorological observations.
SIO Southern Surface Mooring Deployment
The deployment of the southern SiO surace moorig began at 0206 UTC on 24 Apri
1995. The ship was positioned 3.5 miles from the anchor site. The Brancker temperatue
recorders in the upper 50 meters were pre-attached to the moorig lie prior to deployment of the
surace buoy. The surace buoy was deployed without incident. Once the buoy had setted out
behid the ship the mooring line was hauled back to the 50 meter temperatue recorder and then
payout of the moorig line began. A total of 12 temperatue recorders were attched to the
moorig. The two additional spare instrents were deployed at 170 and 190 meters. The anchor
was deployed at 0715 UTC. A survey of the acoustic release followed. The GPS anchor position
of the southern SiO surace mooring was determned to be 15°16.52'N, 61°16.12'E.
Following the acoustic release surey a shallow 200 meter deep cm station was taen
close to the SiO southern surface moorig. The ship then steamed to the southern PCM moorig
site.
UW Southern PCM Mooring Deployment
The southern PCM mooring deployment began on 25 Apri 1995 at 0155 UTC. The
deployment staed relatively smoothy although near the end of the operation thngs were a bit
rushed since the target drop site was overshot slightly. In addition to PCM number 08 the
southern PCM mooring cared five WHOI VMCMs and two temperatue recorders. The VMCMs
were deployed at nominal depths of 300, 500, 750, 1500 and 300 meters. The same VMCMs
that were deployed on the first southern PCM moorig were redeployed at the same depths.
Newly calbrated temperatue recorders were deployed on the top sphere which has a nomial
depth of 20 meters and at 250 meters depth. A surey of the acoustic release followed the
deployment. The GPS anchor position for the southern PCM moorig was 15°16.11 'N,
61°43.82'E.
A 1000 meter deep cm station was taken afer completig the anchor surey. The ship
then steamed to the WHOI discus moorig and was positioned .25 mies downwind of the buoy.
Shipboard meteorological observations and ADCP data were collected.
On 26 Apri 1995 the drftng near-surace temperatue ary was deployed at 0131 UTC
approxiately .25 miles downwind of the WHOI buoy. Hourly, on the half hour, the cm was
lowered to 50 meters depth at a rate of 13 meters per miute. Afr four lowerigs the cm was
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recovered and the ship was repositioned to withn .25 mies of the drfter. The cycle was repeated
every hour for 12 hours. At 1425 UTC the drfter was recovered.
Following the drfter recovery the ship headed for Muscat. Hourly XBTs were stared at
2000 UTC (26 April 1995) and continued durng the transit to Muscat. The ship arved in Muscat
at 0430 UTe on 29 April 1995.
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Appendix 2
XBT Information
One hundred and one XBTs were deployed durng TN 046. The T -7 probes were
purchased from Sippican Ocean Systems Inc. in Maron, Massachusetts. The XBT data was
logged using the shipboard data acquisition system. Figure A2-1 is a map showing the location of
XBTs taken whie enroute to the moorig site (outbound) and when retug to Muscat (inbound)
at the end of the cruse. Table A2-1lists the dates and positions of the outbound XBTs along with
the corresponding bucket temperatures. Figures A2-2 though A2-5 show the outbound XBT
temperatue profiles in groups often. Each successive profie is offset by 2°C from the previous
one. Table A2-2Iists the dates and positions of the inbound XBTs and Figues A2-6 though
A2-11 show the temperature profiles from the inbound XBTs.
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Table A2-1: Outbound XBT deployment times, positions and corresponding
bucket temperatures from TN046.
XBT# Date Time (UTe) Latitude Longitude Bucket Temp
1 04-14-1995 05:35:13 23 33.8 N 58 55:5 E 25.82 04-14-1995 06:32:22 23 26.7 N 59 07.5 E 25.93 04-14-1995 07:30:01 23 25.9 N 59 20.9 E 25.94 04-14-1995 08:28:02 23 19.3 N 5932.3 E 26.05 04-14-1995 10:28:25 2302.1 N 59 54.3E6 04-14-1995 11 :35:25 22 56.9 N 60 00.6 E 26.27 04-14-1995 15:33:49 22 50.7N 60 03.7E 25.88 04-14-1995 16:28:56 22 40.9 N 60 12.0 E 26.29 04-14-1995 17:34 :49 2227.7 N 60 16.6 E 26.410, 04-14-1995 18:29:14 22 14.7 N 60 18.9 E 26.311 04-14-1995 19:29:23 2201.7 N 60 21.9 E 26.412 04-14-1995 20:35 :38 21 48.9 N 60 22.5 E13 04-14-1995 21 :34:23 21 36.1 N 60 35.3 E 26.014 04-14-1995 22:30:34 21 28.2 N 60 26.6 E 26.515 04-14-1995 23:30:30 2116.1N 60 28.5 E 26.816 04-15-1995 00:35:30 21 03.9 N 60 30.5 E 26.917 04-15-1995 01 :29:30 2051.3 N 60 29.6 E 26.818 04-15-1995 02:28:44 20 38.4 N 6031.6 E 26.819 04-15-1995 03:28:51 20 25.2 N 60 33.6 E 26.620 04-15-1995 04:31 :22 2012.1 N 60 35.6 E 26.721 04-15-1995 05:31 :01 20 00.2 N 60 38'.0 E 26.922 04-.15-1995 06:28:48 1947.4 N 60 40.3 E 26.923 04-15-1995 07:32:04 1934.3 N 60 42.2 E 26.924 04-15-1995 08:34:16 1920.5 N 6044.1 E 27.125 04-15-1995 09:28:07 1909.0 N 6046.1 E 27.526 0415-1995 10:27:37 1856.8 N 60 48.1 E 27.927 04-15-1995 11 :30:15 1843.7 N 60 50.4 E 27.S'28 04-15-1995 11 :30:15 1843.7 N 60 50.4 E 27.S29 04-15-1995 12:33:19 1830.7 N 60 53.1 E30 04-15-1995 13:29:38 18 19.9 N 60 54.8 E31 04-15-1995 14:28:50 1807.7 N 60 56.5 E32 04-15-1995 15:28:29 1755.4 N 60 58.2 E 27.833 04-15-1995 16:39:11 1742.5 N 6059.7 E 27.834 04-15-1995 17:34:01 1730.3 N 61 01.3 E 27.735 04-15-1995 18:39:29 17 17.2 N 61 03.0 E 27.636 04-15-1995 19:34:26 .1704.5 N 61 04.8 E 27.737 04-15-1995 20:33:25 1651.5 N 61 06.4 E 27.838 04-15-1995 21 :34:17 1638.2 N 61 07.9 E 27.739 04..15-1995 22:35:36 1625.8 N 61 09.8 E 27.840 04-15-1995 23:45:02 16 10.5 N 61 12.2 E 27.841 04-16-1995 00:29:28 1601.1 N 61 13.5 E 28.0
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Figue A2-2: Overplot of outbound XBT profies 1-10.
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Figue A2-3: Overplot of outbound XBT profiles 11-20.
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Figure A2-4: Overplot of outbound XBT profiles 21-30.
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Figure A2-5: Overplot of outbOund XBT profiles 31-41.
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Table A2-2: Inbound XBT deployment times, positions and corresponding bucket
temperatures from TN046.
XBT# Date Time (UTe) Latitude Longitude Bucket Temp
1 04-26-1995 16:05:29 1543.03 N 61 04.83 E 29.52 04-26-1995 17:00:12 1553.91 N 60 56.38 E 29.03 04-26-1995 18:00:29 16 04.41 N 60 48.24 E 29A4 04-26-1995 18:58:18 16 14.67 N 60 41 .23 E 29.55 04-26-1995 20:07: 17 1622.93 N 60 35.39 E 29.36 04-26-1995 21 :00:50 1631.82N 60 27.95 E 29.17 04-26-1995 22:11 :36 1644.74 N 60 18.28 E 29.08 04-26-1995 23:00:23 1653.06 N 60 11. 62 E 29.09 04-27 -1995 00:03:54 1704.23 N 60 03.23 E 29.010 04-27 -1995 01:01:13 17 143.95 N 5955.76 E 29.011 04-27 -1 995 01 :59:26 1724.38 N 59 49.46 E 27.912 04-27 -1995 02:58:08 1731.31N 59 44.30 E 28.713 Bad XBT -- wire break
14 04-27-1995 04:07:57 1739.81 N 5939.20 E 28.915 04-27 -1 995 04:59:09 1745.27 N 59 34.63 E 28.916 04-27-1995 05:59:42 1752.52 N 5929.52 E 28.617 04-27 -1995 06:59:36 1800.93 N 59 22.98 E 28.718 04-27 -1995 07:59:13 1808.94 N 59 16.56 E 29.119 04-27-1995 09:00:06 18 17.23 N 59 10.52 E 29.120 04-27 -1995 09:59:59 1825.66 N 59 04.83 E 29.221 04-27 -1995 10:59:42 1834.07 N 58 58.88 E 29.022 04-27 -1995 12:01 :54 1841.13N 58 52.92 E 29.023 04-27 -1995 12:58:14 1844.46 N 5845.21 E 29.024 04-27 -1995 14:00:18 1848.80 N 58 37.046 E 28.425 04-27 -1995 15:01:19 1856.43 N 58 34.87 E 28.026 04-27 -1995 15:56:20 1906.88 N 58 35.90 E 29.227 04-27-1995 16:59:27 19 18.17 N 5841.59 E 29.028 04-27-1995 17:59:57 1929.24 N 5847.88 E 29.029 04-27 -1995 19:00:02 19 40.11 N 58 53.57 E 28.430 04-27-1995 20:00:24 1950.87 N 58 57.99 E 27.131 04-27 -1995 20:58:36 20 01.35 N 59 04.06 E 27.432 04-27 -1995 21 :56:45 20 12.24 N 5909.61 E 27.333 04-27 -1995 22:57:28 20 23.83 N 59 15.71 E 27.434 04-28-1995 00:02:41 20 35.89 N 5921.89 E 27.535 04-28-1995 00:59:53 20 44.80 N 59 31 .17 E 27.436 04-28-1995 01 :59:55 2054.32 N 5937.24 E 26.737 04-28-1995 02:59:12 21 04.11 N 5941.64 E 26.838 Bad XBT -- wire break
39 04-28-1995 04:15:10 2115.33N 59 44.95 E 26.740 04-28-1995 04:59:37 21 20.89 N 59 46.61 E 26.941 04-28-1995 05:59:51 21 28.30 N 59 49.83 E 26.042 04-28-1995 06:57:36 21 37.48 N 5951.38 E 26.043 04-28-1995 08:00: 16 21 48.61 N 5954.70 E 26.844 04-28-1995 09:00:10 21 59.32 N 59 57.66 E 27.145 04-28-1995 10:01 :45 22 10.30 N 60 00.94 E 27.3
52
Table A2-2 (continued)
Thompson 46 - Inbound XBTs (Continued)
XBT# Date Time (UTe) Latitude Longitude Bucket Temp
46 04-28-1995 10:57:55 2220.70 N 60 04.23 E 27.547 04-28-1995 12:01 :33 22 32.36 N 60 04.88 E 27:4148 04-28-1995 12:59:38 2241.38 N 5957.43 E 27.4649 04-28-1995 13:59:49 2245.46 N 5948.08 E 26.9650 04-28-1995 15:00:25 22 48.52 N 59 38.32 E 27.0551 04-28-1995 16:01:17 22 54.06 N 59 31 .28 E Memo52 04-28-1995 17:00:23 23 00.26 N 59 24.48 E Memo53 04-28-1995 17:55:53 23 05.28 N 5919.48E Memo54 Bad XBT -- wire break
55 04-28-1995 19:01 :49 23 11.09 N 59 13.20 E Memo56 04-28-1995 20:00:09 23 16.03 N 59 08.22 E 27.1457 04-28-1995 20:59:07 23 21 .64 N 5902.95 E Memo58 04-28-1995 22:01 :35 23 26.55 N 58 57.54 E 26.9659 04-28-1995 22:57:36 2330.74 N 58 52.49 E 27.1260 04-28-1995 23:59: 12 23 34.68 N 5847.50 E 27.43
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Appendix 3
CTD Positions
CTD stations were taken in close proxity to each of the moorig sites before recovery
and afer redeployment. Individual casts are denoted by single CTD station numbers. A series of
to yo CTD stations were taken in conjunction with the deployment of a drftg near-surace
temperatue aray. Whle the drfter was in the water the CTD was lowered to approxiately 50
meters depth at a rate of 13 meters per minute and brought back to the surace at about the same
rate. Each down up sequence took about 10 minutes with only minimal tie on the surace
between lowerig. After four lowerings the CTD was recovered and brought back on board the
ship. The cycle was repeated every hour on the half hour while the drfter was in the water which
was tyicaly for 12 hours. The hyphenated station numbers represent the to yo stations. The first
number was incremented by one each time the CTD was deployed from the ship. The second
number represents the parcular down-up sequence.
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Table A3-1: CTD stations taken during RI Thomas Thompson Cruise number 46.
Station No. Date Start Time Start Latitude Start Longitude Max. Depth
(meters)
1 Test of system
2 17-Apr-95 1047 UTC 15043.8038' N 610 16.1642'E 670
3 17-Apr-95 2356 UTC 15°15.9191'N 610 43.7995'E 252
4 18-Apr-95 1111 UTC 15°16.3728'N 610 44.0674'E 4017
5 18-Apr-95 1717 UTC 150 28.8364'N 610 29.5218'E 1010
6-1 19-Apr-95 0230 UTC 15°28,8021'N 610 29.1125'E 54.67
6-2 19-Apr-95 0241 UTC 15028,8021 'N 610 29.1125'E 54.67
6-3 19-Apr-95 0251 UTC 15°28,8021'N 610 29.1125'E 53.68
6-4 19-Apr-95 0302 UTC 15°28.7511'N 61°28.7838'E 54.67
7 -1 19-Apr-95 0333 UTC 15°29.0056'N 61°28.7844'E 54.67
7-2 19-Apr-95 0341 UTC 15 29.0549'N 61028.7427 54.67
7-3 19-Apr-95 0350 UTC 15 29.0820'N 61 28.6806'E 52.68
7-4 19-Apr-95 0400 UTC 15 29.1201 'N 61 28.6229'E 53.68
8-1 19-Apr-95 0430 UTC 15 29.1701 'N 61 28.4539'E 52.68
8-2 19-Apr-95 0440 UTC 15 29.2048'N 61 28.3962'E 52.68
8-3 19-Apr-95 0449 UTC 15 29.2222'N 61 28.3513'E 52.68
8-4 19-Apr-95 0458 UTC 15 29.2327'N 61 28.2996'E 52.68
9-1 19-Apr-95 0537 UTC 15 29.1929'N 61 28.3316'E 53.68
9-2 19-Apr-95 0547 UTC 15 29.2160'N 61 28.3530'E 52.68
9-3 19-Apr-95 0557 UTC 15 29,2043'N 61 28.3613'E 52.68
9-4 19-Apr-95 0605 UTC 15 29.1813'N 61 28.3719'E 53.68
10-1 19-Apr-95 0632 UTC 15 29.1919'N 61 28.2934'E 53.68
10-2 19-Apr-95 0641 UTC 15 29.1996'N 61 28.2373'E 54.67
10-3 19-Apr-95 0650 UTC 15 29.1789'N 61 28.2334'E 53.68
10-4 19-Apr-95 0659 UTC 15 29.2019'N 61 28.1599'E 54.67
11 -1 19-Apr-95 0732 UTC 15 29.0908'N 61 28.0237'E 54.67
11-2 19-Apr-95 0741 UTC 15 29.0408'N 61 27. 9849'E 54.67
11-3 19-Apr-95 0750 UTC ~ 15 29.0340'N 61 27.9613'E 54,67
11-4 19-Apr-95 0759 UTC 15 29.0157'N 61 27.9350'E 54.67
12-1 19-Apr-95 0830 UTC 15 28.8881 'N 61 27.8881'E 54.67
12-2 19-Apr-95 0839 UTC 15 28.8808'N 61 27.8554'E 53.68
12-3 19-Apr-95 0848 UTC 15 28.8811 'N 61 27.8584'E 54.67
12-4 19-Apr-95 0857 UTC 15 28.8580'N 61 27.8400'E 52.68
13-1 19-Apr-95
13-2 19-Apr-95 0939 UTC 15 28.5851'N 61 27. 6485'E 53.68
13-3 19-Apr-95 0947 UTC 15 28.5694'N 61 27.6094'E 54.67
13-4 19-Apr-95 0956 UTC 15 28.5544'N 61 27.5737'E 54.67
14-1 19-Apr-95 1031 UTC 15 28.4418'N 61 27.3926'E 54.67
14-2 19-Apr-95 1040 UTC 15 28.4174'N 61 27.3425'E 54.67
14-3 19-Apr-95 1049 UTC 15 28.3871 'N 61 27.2936'E 54.67
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14-4 19-Apr-95 1058 UTC 15 28.3414'N 61 27.2233'E 53.6815-1 19-Apr-95 1130 UTC 15 28.2212'N 61 26.8442'E 54.6715-2 19-Apr-95 1139 UTC 15 28.1869'N 61 26. 7400'E 54.6715-3 19-Apr-95 1148 UTC 15 28. 1547'N 61 26.6374'E 54.6715-4 19-Apr-95 1157 UTC 15 28.1098'N 61 26.5575'E 53.6816-1 19-Apr-95 1231 UTC 15 27.9216'N 61 26.2749'E 54.6716-2 19-Apr-95 1240 UTC 15 27.8677'N 61 26.1960'E 53.6816-3 19-Apr-95 1249 UTC 15 27.8076'N 61 26.1099'E 54.6716-4 19-Apr-95 1258 UTC 15 27.7278'N 61 26.0351'E 53.6817-1 19-Apr-95 1332 UTC 15 27.4607'N 61 25.8498'E 53.6817-2 19-Apr-95 1341 UTC 15 27.3843'N 61 25. 7494'E 53.6817-3 19-Apr-95 1350 UTC 15 27.3023'N 61 25.6543'E 53.6817-4 19-Apr-95 1359 UTC 15 27.2243'N 61 25.5490'E 54.6718 19-Apr-95 1507 UTC 15 28.7801'N 61 28. 7809'E 204.6919 22-Apr-95 1245 UTC 15 30.0320'N 61 28.2470'E 1001.6420 22-Apr-95 1554 UTC 15 43.9020'N 61 43.9840' E 1 001 .6321 23-Apr-95 0049 UTC 15 17.1590'N 61 16.0630'E 203.722 24-Apr-95 1038 UTC 15 16.2320'N 61 15.3930'E 20623 25-Apr-95 1150 UTC 15 15.6300'N 61 43.4940'E 1001.6524-1 26-Apr-95 0236 UTC 15 29.9790'N 61 28.0860'E 53.6824-2 26-Apr-95 0245 UTC 15 30.0250'N 61 27. 9590'E 53.6824-3 26-Apr-95 0255 UTC 15 30.0340'N 61 27.8800'E 54.6724-4 26-Apr-95 0304 UTC 15 30.0750'N 61 27.7880'E 53.6825-1 26-Apr-95 0331 UTC 15 29.6260'N 61 27.3110'E 53.6825-2 26-Apr-95 0340 UTC 15 29.6300'N 61 27.1670'E 53.6825-3 26-Apr-95 0349 UTC 15 29.6330'N 61 27.0520'E 5325-4 26-Apr-95 0358 UTC 15 29.6200'N 61 26.9190'E 52.6826-1 26-Apr-95 0433 UTC 15 29.5520'N 61 26.4240'E 52.6826-2 26-Apr-95 0442 UTC 15 29.5270'N 61 26.2220'E 52.6826-3 26-Apr-95 0451 UTC 15 29. 5330'N 61 26. 1380'E 52.6826-4 26-Apr-95 0500 UTC 15 29.6260'N 61 26.0170'E 52.6827-1 26-Apr-95 0532 UTC 15 29. 6480'N 61 25.4690'E 52.6827-2 26-Apr-95 0541 UTC. 15 29.6370'N 61 25.3200'E 52.6827-3 26-Apr-95 0550 UTC 15 29.6090'N 61 25.2400'E 52.6827-4 26-Apr-95 0558 UTC 15 29.6080'N 61 25.1000'E 52.6828-1 26-Apr-95 0631 UTC 15 29. 6370'N 61 24.8600'E 52.6828-2 26-Apr-95 0640 UTC 15 29. 6580'N 61 24.7910'E 52.6828-3 26-Apr-95 0648 UTC 15 29. 6900'N 61 24.6900'N 52.6828-4 26-Apr-95 0657 UTC 15 29.6750'N 61 24.6150'E 52.6829-1 26-Apr-95 0730 UTC 15 29.4850'N 61 24.1350'E 52.6829-2 26-Apr-95 0739 UTC 15 29.4970'N 61 24.0290'E 52.6829-3 26-Apr-95 0748 UTC 15 29.5530'N 61 23.9110'E 52.6829-4 26-Apr-95 0757 UTC 15 29. 6390'N 61 23.8000'E 52.6830-1 26-Apr-95 0830 UTC 15 29.7410'N 61 23.3869'E 53.68
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30-2 26-Apr-95 0839 UTC 15 29.7160'N 61 23.2260'E 52.630-3 26-Apr-95 0848 UTC 15 29.7610'N 61 23.1300'E 52.6830-4 26-Apr-95 0856 UTC 15 29. 7830'N 61 23.0460'E 52.6831-1 26-Apr-95 0931 UTC 15 30.0090'N 61 22.5950'E 52.6831-2 26-Apr-95 0939 UTC 15 30.0990'N 61 22.5050'E 52.6831-3 26-Apr-95 0948 UTC 15 30.1560'N 61 22.4090'E 52.6831-4 26-Apr-95 0956 UTC 15 30.2310'N 61 22.3390'E 53.6832-1 26-Apr-95 1031 UTC 15 30.5500'N 61 22.0900'E 53.6832-2 26-Apr-95 1039 UTC 15 30.6040'N 61 22.0000'E 52.6832-3 26-Apr-95 1048 UTC 15 30.6250'N 61 21.9680'E 52.6832-4 26-Apr-95 1057 UTC 15 30.6710'N 61 21.9220'E 52.6833-1 26-Apr-95 1130 UTC 15 30.8380'N 61 21.7240'E 52.6833-2 26-Apr-95 1138 UTC 15 30.9780'N 61 21.6310'E 52.6833-3 26-Apr-95 1147 UTC 15 31.0400'N 61 21.5870'E 52.6833-4 26-Apr-95 1156 UTC 15 31.0940'N 61 21.5060'E 5334-1 26-Apr-95 1230 UTC 15 31.6490'N 61 21.3710'E 53.6834-2 26-Apr-95 1239 UTC 15 31.6420'N 61 21.2740'E 53.6834-3 26-Apr-95 1248 UTC 15 31.7060'N 61 21.1690'E 53.6834-4 26-Apr-95 1257 UTC 15 31.7100'N 61 21.1940'E 53.6835-1 26-Apr-95 1330 UTC 15 31.6880'N 61 20.8960'E 53.6835-2 26-Apr-95 1339 UTC 15 31.7090'N 61 20.8100'E 53.6835-3 26-Apr-95 1348 UTC 15 31.7590'N 61 20.7640'E 53.6835-4 26-Apr-95 1356 UTC 15 31.8010'N 61 20.7030'E 53.68
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Arabian Sea Instrument Summary
Instrument No. Mooring Depth (meters)
Brancker Temperature Recorders
2533 PCM South 2 250.00
2534 WHO i Central 1 300.00
2535 WHO I Central 2 90.00
2536 WHOI Central 2 125.00
2537 PCM South 1 250.00
2541 PCM North 250.00
3259 WHOI Central 1 20.00
3263 WHOI Central 2 1.50
3265 PCM South 1 20.00
3271 WHOI Central 2 2.50
3274 WHOI Central 2 2.00
3279 PCM North 20.00
3280 WHOI Central 2 1.00
3283 WHO I Central 2 30.00
3291 WHOI Central 2 0.25
3296 WHOI Central 2 60.00
3299 WHOI Central 2 0.50
3301 WHOI Central 1 90.00
3305 WHOI Central 1 30.00
3308 WHOI Central 2 175.00
3309 WHOI Central 2 40.00
3341 WHOI Central 2 4.50
3662 WHOI Central 1 0.43
3667 WHOI Central 1 1.41
3699 WHOI Central 2 72.50
3702 WHOI Central 2 225.00
3703 WHOI Central 1 40.00
3704 DrifT Ar 1.50
3761 W HOI Central 1 175.00
3762 WHOI Central 1 2.40
3763 WHOI Central 1 4.50
3764 DrifT Ar 2.00
3835 PCM South 2 20.00
3836 WHO I Central 1 0.17
3837 DrifT Ar 2.50
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Instrument No. Mooring Depth ( meters)
Branclcer Temperature Recorders Continued
3838 DrifTAr 1.00
3839 WHOI Central 1 1.91
4228 DrifTAr 0.25
4402 DrifTAr 0.50
4481 WHOI Central 1 72.50
4483 WHOI Central 1 0.92
4487 WHOI Central 1 60.00
4488 WHOI Central 2 20.00
4489 WHOI Central 1 50.00
4491 WHOI Central 1 125.00
4492 WHOI Central 2 50.00
4493 WHOI Central 1 225.00
4495 WHOI Central 2 300.00
5432 WHOI Central 1 1.37
VMCMs
V M-003 WHO I Central 2 45.00
VM-011 WHOI Central 1 5.00
V M-014 WHOI Central 2 55.00
VM-015 WHOI Central 1 55.00
V M-016 PC M South 1 and 2 300.00
V M-018 PC M South 1 and 2 500.00
VM-021 PCM South 1 and 2 750.00
VM-025 PCM South 1 and 2 1500.00
V M-030 WHOI Central 2 15,00
V M-033 WHOI Central 1 45.00
V M-034 WHOI Central 2 25.00
VM-037 WHOI Central 1 15.00
V M-038 PCM Sout 1 and 2 3000.00
V M-039 WHOI Central 1 25.00
V M-050 WHOI.Central 2 5.00
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Instrment No. Mooring Depth (meters)
Arabian Sea Instrument Summary Continued
MVMS
200201-USC
200203-USC
203805-LD
302703-LD
401405-LD
500301-LD
500501-USC
500601-USC
WHOI Central 2
WHOI Central 2
WHOI Central 2
WHOI Central 1
WHOI Central 1
WHOI Central 2
WHOI Central 1
WHOI Central 1
80.00
35.00
10.00
10.00
65.00
65.00
35.00
80.00
Seacats
142 WHOI Central 2 250.00
144 WHOI Central 2 150.00
357 WHOI Central 1 100.00
927 WHOf Central 2 100.00
928 WHOI Central 2 1.50
929 WHOI Central 2 200.00
992 WHO I Central 1 200.00
993 WHOI Central 1 250.00
994 WHOI Central 1 150.00
1179 WHOi Central 1 1.50
MT
3240 WHOI Central 1 3.50
3250 WHOI Central 2 3.50
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Wind Direction Sensor Comparison Tests
Par of the preparation of the meteorological packages includes checkig the wind diection
sensors. This consists of placing each buoy on a test station that can be rotated though 360° and
diectig the wind vane to a fixed taget at 60° intervals. The diection is then computed from the
instrent compass and vane diection data. Ths procedure was followed both in Woods Hole
prior to shipping and again in Muscat on the dock prior to loadig the buoys on the ship.
The test site in Woods Hole was located at the southern comer of the Clark South
Laboratory parking area. This site showed litte horiontal or vertcal spatial varation in the
magnetic field. The buoys were mounted each in tu on a wooden and masonite tutable, and the
diection of a tree near the Clark buildig was measured from six buoy orientations. At each of the
six positions the wind vane was aligned to the tree by eye and locked in position. The data was
then read diectly from the instrment. In the case of the VA WR the compass and vane positions
are added to obtain the wind vane diection in oceanographic convention (Le., the wind diection of
flow from the nort is 180°). The magnetic bearng to the tree from the test site is 309°.
Selection of a test site in Muscat was lited to the dock area. Al the magnetic problems
associated with a dock were assumed to be present. Large 40' contaers were located near the site
and trcks would be passing though the area periodicaly. A crude surey of the Muscat test site
was made using a diver's compass. The diection checks in Muscat were conducted to identify any
gross problems that might have occured in the instrentation durg shipping and should not be
considered a calibration since carefu selection of the site was not possible. The magnetic bearg
to the distat object sited in Muscat was 245°.
Direction comparson tests with VA WR V720 WR were conducted in Woods Hole between
Januar 20-24, 1995. The IMT wind module that was deployed on the Arabian Sea 2 surace
buoy (W 111) had a direction comparson test conducted on 23 Januar 1995. Both unts were
tested in Muscat, Oman, on 7 April 1995. Figues A5-1 and A5-2 show the Woods Hole and
Muscat results respectively.
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~ Figure A5-'. Wind direction comparison test conducted at WHOt.
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. Figure A5-2. Wind direction comparin tests conducted in Muscat, Oman.
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Arabian Sea 1 Timing Information
Pre-deployment time mark Post-deployment time mark
Date Time In Time Out Date Time In Time Out
UTC UTC UTC UTCBranckers
2534 4-0ct-94 0911 1002 21-Apr-95 4:01:15 4:50:552537 4-0ct-94 0910 1021 No Post-deployment time mark
2541 4-0ct-94 0910 1021 1 Year deplyment on UW PCM North
3259 4-0ct-94 0913 1000 21-Apr-95 3:59:30 4:53:003265 4-0ct-94 0915 1022 No Post-deployment time mark
3279 4-0ct-94 0916 1021 1 Year deplyment on UW PCM North
3301 4-0ct-94 0913 0958 21-Apr-95 4:01 :30 4:49:103305 4-0ct-94 0914 0957 21-Apr-95 3:59:00 4:51 :203703 4-0ct-94 0915 0958 21-Apr-95 4:02:50 4:47:253761 4-0ct-94 0912 0959 21-Apr-95 3:59:30 4:51 :505-0ct-94 0849 0942
3763 4-0ct-94 0916 0959 21-Apr-95 4:00:22 4:53:20 ,4481 4-0ct-94 0911 1000 21-Apr-95 4:01:15 4:50:005-0ct-94 0849 0942
4487 4-0ct-94 0912 1000 21-Apr-95 4:02:05 4:46:304489 4-0ct-94 0912 1000 21-Apr-95 4:01 :50 4:46:254491 4-0ct-94 0913 0958 21-Apr-95 4:02:15 4:47:004493 4-0ct-94 0914 0957 21-Apr-95 4:00:45 4:52:305432 5-0ct-94 1051 1129 21-Apr-95 4:03:02 4:47:44
Brarckers wI sunshields
3662 4-0ct-94 0924 0955 21-Apr-95 4:01 :30 4:49:353667 4-0ct-94 0924 0955 21-Apr-95 4:02:39 4:48:053762 4-0ct-94 0923 0955 21-Apr-95 4:00:22 4:50:003836 4-0ct-94 0923 0955 21-Apr-95 4:02:25 4:48:203839 4-0ct-94 0924 0955 21-Apr-95 4:00:45 4:50:304483 4-0ct-94 0922 0955 21-Apr-95 3:59:00 4:52: 1 0
MTRs
3240 5-0ct-94 1051 1128 21-Apr-95 4:03:15 4:48:503247 5-0ct-94 1051 1128 Not deployed (spare instrument)
Seacats
357 5-0ct-94 0852 0909 21-Apr-95 5:34:15 6:09:00
391 5-0ct-94 0852 0909 Not deployed (spare instrument)
992 4-0ct-94 0918 0934 21-Apr-95 5:35:05 6:09:32993 4-0ct-94 0918 0934 21-Apr-95 5:33:30 6:07:50994 4-0ct-94 0918 0934 21-Apr-95 5:35:48 6:08:471179 5-0ct-94 0853 0909 21-Apr-95 5:36:40 6:08:20
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Arabian Se 2 Timing Information
Pre-deoymen time mark
Date Time In Time Out
UT UT
Brancers
2533 7-Apr-95 7:16:20 7:48:37
2535 7-Apr-95 7:17:35 7:47:45
2536 7-Apr-95 7:19:25 7:50:47
3263 7-Apr-95 7:35:14 8:11:18
3271 7-Apr-95 7:36:34 8:11 :30
3274 7-Apr-95 7:35:27 8:11:00
3280 7-Apr-95 7:36:50 8:11 :44
3283 7-Apr-95 7:17:58 7:49:53
3291 7-Apr-95 7:33:24 8:10:18
3296 7-Apr-95 7:17:58 7:50:02
3299 7-Apr-95 7 :33 :33 8:10:42
3308 7-Apr-95 7:18:25 7:49:42
3309 7-Apr-95 7:16:20 7:48:47
3341 7-Apr-95 7:16:50 7:48:10
3507 7-Apr-95 7:17:10 7:48:00
3508 7-Apr-95 7:17:10 7:47:53
3699 7-Apr-95 7:18:25 7:50:13
3702 7-Apr-95 7:18:55 7:49:19
3835 7-Apr-95 7:17:35 7:48:54
4488 7-Apr-95 7:18:55 7:49:28
4492 7-Apr-95 7:16:50 7:48:25
4495 7-Apr-95 7:19:25 7:50:36
Drifter Branckers
3704 17-Apr-95 9:21 :34 9:26:51
3764 17-Apr-95 9:27:20 9:32:08
3837 17-Apr-95 9:27:26 9:32:08
3838 17-Apr-95 9:32:29 9:37:32
4228 17~Apr-95 9:21 :40 9:27:05
4402 17-Apr-95 9:32:33 9:37:32
MTR
3247 7-Apr-95 7:19:46 7:37:30
3250 7-Apr-95 7:19:38 7:37:41
Seacats
142 7-Apr-95 7:20:19 7:33:01
143 A 7-Apr-95 7:20:43 7:32:35
144 7-Apr-95 7:21 :39 7:35:45
927 7-Apr-95 7:21 :22 7:33:49
928 7-Apr-95 7:21 :22 7:33:58
929 7-Apr-95 7:20:30 7:32:50
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VMCM Record Format
1. RECORD COUNR (TI)
The first 16 bits (4 characters) of data comprise the record number. The counter is
incremented once each data record. The first record number is one and is used to initiale the
instrent. The data and length of the first record may be invald and should be ignored. Record
two contais data for the first record interval. After 65535 records, the record counter wil reset to
zero and begin its normal counting.
2. NORTH VECTOR
Each vector is scaled from a 24 bit accumulator and stored in a 16 bit floatig-point
representation. This vector is the algebraic sum of the NORTH component of curent flow from
each sample.
3. EAST VECTOR
Each vector is scaled from a 24 bit accumulator and stored in a 16 bit floatig-point
representation. This vector is the algebraic sum of the EAST component of curent flow from each
sample.
4. ROTOR 2 (X CURRNT FLOW) (UPPER)
The rotor counts are an algebraic sum of the counts for a record interval. Rotor counts are
scaled from a 24 bit accumulator and stored as a 16 bit floatig number.
5. ROTOR 1 (Y CURNT FLOW) (LOWER)
The rotor counts are an algebraic sum of the counts for a record interval. Rotor counts are
scaled from a 24 bit accumulator and stored as a 16 bit floating number.
6. COMPASS
The compass field is an 8 bit 2's complement number (-128 to +128 decimal). The stored
value is measured at the beging of the last sample of the record interval.
7. TEMPERATUR
One temperatue sample is taken just bëfore the end of the last record interval.
Record interval = 2 seconds to 2 hours
Sample interval = .25 seconds to 2 seconds in quarer second steps
PREAMLEI TI NORTH EAST! R2! R1! COMPASS! TE.! PAR
(2) (4) (4) (4) (4) (4) (2) (4) (1)
(X) = Number of characters
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TN 046 Deck Layout Drawings
Figues A8-1 though A8-9 depict the deck layout of the RNThomas Thompson as
moorings were recovered and deployed durg TN 046. As the cruise progressed buoys had to be
moved in a clockwise rotation. Figue A8-1 shows the deck layout at the time the ship left
Muscat. The deck layout in Figue A8-2 is as it appeared following the nortern SIO surace
mooring recovery. The toroid buoy was disassembled and the toroid hul was stowed forward of
the Lebus power pack. Following the redeployment of the nortern SIO surace moorig the deck
appeared as shown in Figure A8-3. Figure A8-4 shows the deck following the recovery of the
southern UW PCM mooring. The next moorig operation was the recovery of the WHOI discus
buoy. Figue A8-5 shows the location of the surace buoys following that recovery. The WHOI
Arabian Sea 1 buoy was transferred to the starboard side prior to launching the Arabian Sea 2
discus buoy from the port side as shown in Figue A8-6. Figue A8-7 shows the deck layout
following the recovery of the SID southern surace moorig. The tower and bridle from the
southern SID buoy were disassembled and the toroid was laid flat on the deck. Figue A8-8
depicts the deck following the redeployment of the southern SIO moorig. The last moorig
operation was the deployment of UW southern PCM moorig. The deck following that
deployment is shown in Figure A8-9.
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Science Gear Weights (ea)
deck box ~ 1 000 Ibs.
SIO anchor ~ 3000 Ibs.
UOP anchor ~ 9300 Ibs.
UW anchor ~ 5000 Ibs.
SIO torod ~ 2500 Ibs.
UOP discus ~ 3500 Ibs.
Lebus power pack ~4500 Ibs.
Lebus capstan ~ 4900 Ibs.
Lebus spoiler (ë 2000 Ibs.
wire/nylon reels 70 ~ 1 50 Ibs.
air tuggers ~ 300 Ibs.
glass ball van ~ 1 3000 Ibs.
dragging gear ~ 2000 Ibs.
air tugger SIO - N
.~; :~92_.
~~
01
deck boxes ~ ~ ~
¡~~
-
: ;:
TSE wich
i
nei
UOP spare i
anchor --
~8)IT~~02~
wire/rope reels
Arabian Sea
TN - 046
4/7 /95
W.Ostrom
phase # 1
departure layout
96900 Ibs.
scale 1"= 15'
Figu A8-1: Dek layout at the tie the ship left Muscat.
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Science Gear Weights (ea)
deck box (ë 1 000 Ibs.
510 anchor (ë 3000 Ibs.
UOP anchor (ë 9300 Ibs.
UW anchor (ë 500 Ibs.
510 torod (ë 2500 lbs.
UOP discus (ë 3500 Ibs.
Lebus power pack (ê4500 Ibs.
Lebus capsan (ê 4900 Ibs.
Lebus spoiler (ê 2000 Ibs.
wire/nylon reels 70 (ë 150 Ibs.
air tugger (ê 300 Ibs.
glass ball van (ê 1 3000 Ibs.
dragging gear (ê 2000 Ibs.
. 510 - Nair tugger I 2
' - eg
510 - N
leg 1_ 01
deck boxes ~ ~
;~~
..1 ri-~ ~/,).~:,
,-l r,.,,,~ 'Di'
'. ::"'. :
, . t.o':: ~ '
~ ' . i' ~~~. ./'" UOP ~discus :
.. ,/ leg 2 Ii 510 cleat Lebus caps!t spooer :: := ~ i- ""~ £ i
_ _ _ _: _anchor L. '= ::' !
i 510 -------- nyan/"d~~ ---1----
: anchor ~ line ~~ hanger¡ø: ~ ~
--l"-"'''"-,, ~ 510 -5 rpA-frame ! UOP/UW leg 2 ~ .
; anchor dragging gear : -
--U _.
:.j
~
, capsan
.
.
TSE winch
I
ne¡
UOP spare
anchor-
Lebus power pack em'...,
. . i I-t.i L:
. ... I ~;
wire/rope rees
Arabian Sea
TN - 046
4/7 /9 S
W.Osrom
phase #2
SIO - N recovery
102400 Ibs.
scale 1 "= 1 S'
Figu A8-2: Deck layout following the nortern SIO surace moorig recovery.
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Science Gear Weights (ea)
deck box ~ i 000 Ibs.
SIO anchor ~ 3000 Ibs.
UOP anchor ~ 9300 Ibs.
UW anchor ~ 5000 Ibs.
510 torod ~ 2500 Ibs.
UOP discus ~ 3500 Ibs.
Lebus power pack ~4500 Ibs.
Lebus capsan ~ 4900 Ibs.
Lebus spoiler ~ 2000 Ibs.
wire/nylon reels 70 ~ 150 Ibs.
air tuggers ~ 300 Ibs. 510 _ N
glass ball van (e i 3000 Ibs. Ie 2-
~ggmg ger~ 2°O~L
air t.ugger .:~
deck boxes ~ ~
i~~
~~
"oi
:=
.,
3::
01
,!. capstan
'0
Lebus power pack
~~ ~ N hull TSE winch
c:II~
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scale 1 "= 15'
Figue A8-3: Deck layout following the redeployment of the nortern SIO surace moorig.
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Science Gear Weights (ea)
deck box (é i 000 Ibs.
SIO anchor (é 3000 Ibs.
UOP anchor (é 9300 Ibs.
UW anchor (é 5000 Ibs.
SIO tonod ~ 2500 Ibs.
UOP discus (é 3500 Ibs.
Lebus power pack (é4500 Ibs.
Lebus capsan (é 4900 Ibs.
Lebus spoiler (é 2000 Ibs.
wire/nylon reels 70 (é i 50 Ibs.
air tugger (é 300 Ibs.
glass ball van (é i 3000 Ibs.
dragging gear (é 2000 Ibs.
air tugger
PCM 48" shere ,
/'
deck boxes ~ ~ ~l
Ii', ~fæ
~ ~ i HIAB !
l"",~ i_ ~.:_.~? ~ 5
~ cleat Lebus capstan spooer ,i SIO = -~ - ..'
---1 an~o~ ------~~~/P~~-~ --~----i0 ~ line --~ ~ Loa gerPCM i ~~ ~"n60" sphere i '--_ ':!-lcapstan
A-fra=ìi~~~~~~ ~~~~-l-~ ~O
'anchor dragging gear ~ .
01
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,
:q ?
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Lebus power pack
SIO - N hull TSE winch
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~I~801 .c:1 íi
wire/rope reels
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W.Ostrom
phase #4
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916501bs.
scale 1"= 15'
Figue A8-4: Deck layout following the recovery of the southern UW PCM moorig.
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Science Gear Weights (ea)
deck box (! 1 000 Ibs.
SIO anchor él 3000 Ibs.
UOP anchor él9300 Ibs.
lJ anchor êl 5000 Ibs.
SIO toned êl 2500 Ibs.
UOP discu êl 3500 Ibs.
Lebus power pack (ê4500 Ibs.
Lebs capsan (ê 4900 Ibs.
Lebs spoler (ê 2000 Ibs.
wire/nylon reels 70 (ê1 50 Ibs.
air tugger êl 300 Ibs.
glas ball van (ê1 3000 Ibs.
dragging gear (! 2000 Ibs.
air tugger
PCM 48" shere ,/ .~ D'
deck boxes ~ ~ ~j . UOP discu;' ~~~ ~ ~ .
~~ r . leg2-- ~ '.1.
~mi ¡HIAB. ~-
~I ~ ~
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510 cleat J.ebus capstan spooer= a i õ- -=anchor ~ :- i = Li'¡
- - - -- ------ ---f. --- '-- --------
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Figue A8-5: Loation of the surace buoys following the recovery of the WHO! discus buoy.
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Science Gear Weights (ea)
dec box ~ 1000 Ibs.
SIO anchor ~ 3000 Ibs.
UOP anchor ~ 9300 Ibs.
UW anchor ~ 5000 Ibs.
SIO torod ~ 2500 Ibs.
UOP discus ~ 3500 Ibs.
Lebuspower pack ~4500 Ibs.
Lebu capstan ~ 4900 Ibs.
Lebus spoiler ~ 2000 Ibs.
wire/nylon rees 70 ~ 150 Ibs.
air tuggers ~ 300 Ibs.
glass ball van ~ 1 3000 Ibs.
dragging gear ~ 2000 Ibs.
UOP discus
leg 2--
deck boxes ~ I
¡~~
PCM 48" s/ ,
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Figu A8-6: Deck layout prior to launchig the Arbian Sea 2 discus buoy.
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Science Gear Weights (ea)
deck box ~ , 000 Ibs.
510 anchor ~ 3000 Ibs.
UOP anchor ~ 9300 Ibs.
UW anchor ~ 5000 Ibs.
510 torod ~ 2500 Ibs.
UOP discus ~ 3500 Ibs.
Lebus power pack ~4500 Ibs.
Lebus capstan ~ 4900 Ibs.
Lebu spoiler ~ 2000 Ibs.
wire/nylon rees 70 ~ 150 Ibs.
air tuggers ~ 300 Ibs.
glass ball van ~ , 3000 Ibs.
dragging gear ~ 2000 Ibs.
SIO - 5 leg' ~
~ll -deck boxes ~ ~ i ._~ ~¡ ~ ~ i' --510 - 5
i ~ ~ : HIAB ! leg 2l"""" :-1 ..
.. . ;/:.
-- l!
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Figue A8-7: Deck layout following the recovery of the SIO southern surace moorig.
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Science Gear Weights (ea)
deck box (ê1 000 Ibs.
SIO anchor (ê 3000 Ibs.
UOP anchor (ê9300 Ibs.
UW anchor (ê 5000 Ibs.
SIO toned (ê 2500 Ibs.
UOP discu (ê 3500 Ibs.
Lebus power pack (ê4500 Ibs.
Lebus capstan (ê 4900 Ibs.
Lebus spoler (ê 2000 ibs.
wire/nylon reel 70 (ê150 Ibs.
air tugger (ê 300 Ibs.
glass ball van (ê 1 3000 Ibs.
dragging gear ~ 2000 Ibs.
. j-l _ SIO _ S leg 2
air tugger I~
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Figue A8-8: Deck layout following the redeployment of the southern SIO moorig.
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Science Gear Weights (ea)
deck box (ë , 000 Ibs.
SIO anchor (ë 3000 Ibs.
UOP anchor (ë 9300 Ibs.
UW anchor (ë 5000 100.
SIO torod (ë 2500 Ibs.
UOP discus (ë 3500 Ibs.
Lebus power pack (ë4500 Ibs.
Lebus capstan (ë 4900 Ibs.
Lebus spoiler (ë 2000 Ibs.
wire/nylon reels 70 (ë 150 Ibs.
air tugger (ë 300 Ibs.
glass ball van (ë , 3000 Ibs.
dragging gear (ë 2000 Ibs.
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. ~ ~ i HIAB ! 5 _l. " " " " " '\ ! -1A- 510 - 5 hull
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Figue A8-9: Deck layout following the deployment of the UW southern PCM moorig.
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Appendix 9.
Deployment and Recovery Information about WHOI Instrumentation on the UW
PCM Moorings
Southern PCM Moorig (WHOI Moorig Reference No. 970)
Deployed 19 October 94
Position: 15°16.3TN, 61°44.0TE
Recovered 18 Apri 95 
INST NO. TI OVE TI BACK NOTES
T -POD 3265 0202 UTC 0222 UTC
T -POD 2537 0329 UTC 0551 UTC
VM-016 0341 UTC 0553 UTC Temp Pod Leak
(Bands off at
0338 UTC)
VM-018 0407 UTC 0614 UTC Temp Pod Leak
(Bands off at Zero rotor counts
0405 UTC)
VM-021 0427 UTC 0632 UTC Compass Problem
(Bands off at
0425 UTC)
VM-025 0457 UTC 0704 UTC
(Bands off at
0455 UTC)
VM-038 0549 UTC 0757 UTC
(Bands off at
0547 UTC)
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Appendix 9 Continued
Nortern PCM Mooring (WOI Mooring Reference No. 972)
T-POD number 3279 was mounted on the top sphere (intended to be at 20 meters depth) and
deployed on 20 October 94 at 0153 UTC. It was recovered at 0240 UTC so that the ship could be
repositioned to a new deployment star position. T -POD 3279 was then redeployed at 0542 UTe.
T-POD 2541 was deployed at 0635 UTe. It was intended to be at 250 meters depth. (Actual
depths are approximately 15-20 meters less.)
For reference puroses al moorigs that have WHOI instrentation are given a WHOI moorig
reference number even though they may not be a WHOI moorig. The first short deployment of
the UW nortern PCM mooring was given WHOI mooring reference number 971.
Afer receiving information that the top sphere was occasionaly on the surace the nortern PCM
mooring was recovered on 22 October 94.
T -POD 3279 was out of the water at 1054 UTC and T -POD 2541 was out of the water at 1114
UTC.
The nortern PCM mooring was re-deployed (WOI Moorig Reference No. 972) on 23 October
94. T-POD 3279 was again deployed on the top sphere at 0221 UTC and T-POD 2541 was in the
water at 0310 UTe.
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Appendix 10
Antifouling Coating Tests
The Upper Oceans Processes group has over the years used Amercoat No. 635 (trbutyltin
ablative) to antifoul the alumium hulls of the discus buoys. Generaly tls coating has performed
satisfactorily. It is however a reguated substance due to it high toxicity to non-targeted marne
anals. For several year alternate coatings that are compatible with alumum have been tested
for their effectiveness as antifoulants in curent flow regimes of 0 to 4 knots for periods up to eight
months.
One test coatig was called Chemotex which is a non toxic calcium carbonate aloid. The
discus hull from the Arabian Sea 1 deployment had five test areas (12"x12") that were coated with
Chemotex around the chie of the hul (Figue AlO-1). Half of each test area was coated with
Chemotex and the other half was left uncoated to act as a control. The remaider of the hull was
coated with Amercoat No. 635.
Upon recovery of the buoy in Apri 1995 it was found that the Chemotex and non-
antifouled control areas had similar amounts of foulg. The mare growt was tyicaly a fine
hai weed with a few gooseneck baracles attched. The Chemotex coatig appeared to have
ablated completely away but stil managed to remai clear of baracles. The location of the test
aras around the chine may have helped prevent baracles from attchig due to the greater curent
flow as compared to the area around the bridle legs and near-surace temperatue aray where there
was considerable foulig.
The remang areas coated with Amercoat No. 635 had considerable colonies of
gooseneck baracles wherever the coatig had either ablated away or where there was a holiday in
the coatig. The faiure of the Amercoat and Chemotex coatigs appeared to be lied to an
insufcient mil tlckness during application.
The discus hull for the Arabian Sea 2 deployment and two VMCM cages at 5 and
15 meters depth were coated with thee vareties of antiouling pait. The coatigs used were
Amercoat No. 635 (white), Chemotex (gray), and No Foul (black). No Foul is a non-toxic
hydrogen peroxide release ablative. The Arabian Sea 2 discus buoy had five test areas
(Figue A10-2) located around the chine.
Each test area was divided into thee sections 4" x 16". One of the the sections was left
uncoated. The other two sections had coatings of No Foul and Ch~motex. Amercoat no.635 was
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used to coat the remainder of the hull. The No Foul and Chemotex sections had thee coats each
with approximately 4 mi thckness. The Amercoat No. 635 also had thee coats totalg 12 mis.
The Amercoat was also applied to the bridle and hull-mounted instrentation. The VMCM
instrent case, sting and thee 3/4" cage rods were paited with Amercoat No. 635. No Foul and
Chemotex paits were applied to the four 3/4" cage rod.
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